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PREFACE 
The materials developed for and during the conference were judged, 
by the participants, to merit publication and di tribution to rehabilita-
tion workers over the country. In their opinion the material would con-
tribute to a greater understanding and appreciation on the part of pro-
fessional rehabilitation personnel of the contribution of pre-vocational 
activities In the evaluation of the handicapped individual's intere ts, 
abilities, and aptitudes. They believed that this publication would also 
be of value to university student in the rehabilitation professions. 
The Office of Vocational Rehabihtabon, through a research and 
demonstration grant, not only made it financially feas1ble to conduct 
this conference, but also through the leadership of Henry Redkey, 
Willman A. Massie, and Dr. James F. Garrett, gave impetus and guid-
ance to the creation of this meeting. 
The objectives and the basic program plan for the meeting were 
developed by a Planning Committee which met in Washington, D .C., 
January 20-21, 1960. The major advisory role was undertaken by three 
leading rehabilitation workers: Dr. William Gellman, Jewish Voca-
tional Service, Chicago, Illinois; Willis C. Gorthy, Director, Institute 
for the Crippled and Disabled, ew York, .Y. and Robert A. Walker, 
Supervisor of Vocational Counseling, University of 1Innesota Re-
habilitation Center, ·1inneapohs, Nlinnesota. Dr. William D . Coder 
and the editor represented the State University of Iowa. Mr. Redkey 
and Mr. Massie were co-chainnen of these sessions. The substantial 
contribution of this committee to both the 1n1hal plann1ng and the 
resolution of key pre-conference problems is gratefully acknowledged . 
Deep appreciation is also accorded Dr. Coder and Mr. David Livers, 
Ius assistant, for their untiring efforts in the co-ordination and man-
agement of the numerous details involved in provid1ng accommoda-
tions for the conference. 
Those who contributed papers as \vell as those whose contribution 
remains anonymous do not regard the matenals wh1ch follow as a 
definitive statement for the pre-vocational achv1ty area in rehabilita-
tion today. They do, however, see 1t as complementary to Henry Red-
key's earher writings on this subJect, and indicative of the "state of 
the art'' and the challenging problems which face those who wish to 
push out the frontiers of research and program development in pre-
vocational activities. 
J. E. M UTIIARD 
August 1, 1960 
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FOREWORD 
vVhtle the term pre-vocational may have had its widest use 1n a facil-
ity setting as a result of the 1954 amendments to the Hill-Burton ct 
\Vhich, for the first hme, provided Federal assistance in the construc-
tion of rehabilitation facilities~ it should be recognized that it has other 
connotations and has been used for many years prior to that. It i In-
tended that these facilities should provide comprehensive programs, 
specifically that they should include evaluation and services in the 
medical, psychological, social and vocational areas. As part of th ;) 
program in the vocational area it was necessary to provide pre-voca-
tional activities in add1tion to vocational counseling. Other vocational 
services \\'ere optional. Since under the H1ll-Burton Act this was a con-
shuchon program, aims needed to be translated into space require-
ments. Consequently the concept of the pre-vocational unit \Vas 
evolved to give meaning to the requirement that pre-vocational ac-
tivities be provided. 
The history of the term in th1s specific context ( Hill-Burton ) clearl) 
marks it as a vocational service, not a combination of many rehabilita-
tion services. It provided a kind of laboratory for the vocational coun-
selor and others concerned with evaluation of work potential, but it 
was not intended to imply that such a laboratory was the only re 
source for determining work potential. Finally and most importantly. 
the language used, "pre-vocational activities," was intentionally so 
broad as to allow the utmost initiative flexibility and inventiveness 
in devising programs for this area so long as they were vocational In 
nature and emphasis. 
As \vas hoped, there has nO\V been considerable experimentation, 
and significantly a splashing out of the term to describe work evalua-
tion In other settings, particularly the sheltered \VOrkshop. Sheltered 
\vorkshops are now being incorporated into Hill-Burton rehabilitation 
facilities for their pre-vocational contribution. A promising develop-
ment has been the various research projects financed by the Office of 
Vocational Rehabilitation which seek to provide new knowledge on 
this aspect of the rehabilitation process 
\'11 
Because of this history and the current very interesting developments 
it seemed timely for both those engaged in research and those engaged 
in operations to come together to try to lay do\vn the benchmarks for 
future research. Progress has been made at this conference sponsored 
by the State University of lo\va. 
As a reading of the papers \\'ill sho,v, research in this area is complex 
and difficult It IS not surpnsing, therefore, that final anS\\·ers "'ere not 
forthcoming or that operators must for some time to come conhnue to 
plan their programs on an empincal bas1s \Vith limited means for vali-
dating their methods. 
Handicapped people are here today, ho\vever, and their problems 
will not wait. Pre-vocational programs \Vilt of necessity, continue as a 
practical laboratory approximation of actual \vork that can be Incor-
porated into a rehabilitation facility. From research, ho,veYer, can 
ultimately come the preci IOn necessary for accurate prediction which 
'''ill improve them greatly. 
HE RY REDKEY 
• 
• 
PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES IN PRE-VOCATIONAL EVALUATION: 
A REVIEW OF CURRENT PROGRAMS 
MARTIN G. MOED 
D1rector, CP Work Evaluat1on Un1t 
lnst1tute for the Cnppled and Disabled 
New York, New York 
Pre-\ ocational evaluation, since 1954, has been the most rapidly 
de\ eloping phase of vocahonal rehabilitation. RedkL y indicated that 
this movement \vas the result of hvo deep currents \vhich merged and 
found expression in the Federal Legislation of 1954. The first current 
was recognition that rehabilitation, particularly of the severely dis-
abled, requrred close mtegration of all rehabilitation specialities. The 
second current hes In pubhc acceptance of rehabilitation and the de-
mand that sen ices be made avatlable to larger numbers of d1sabled 
persons many of whom are severely disabled. 
Pre-vocational evaluation may be divided into three ma1or com-
ponents. These are: realistic vocational appraisal, appraisal of be-
havioral dynamics in a work situation, and a therapeutic work experi-
ence which helps the Individual gain a better understanding of him-
self as a worker. The aims of pre-vocational evaluation are relatively 
clear and are accepted by most rehabilitation facilities. But, procedures 
and methodology vary widely. For example, pre-vocational units are 
usually housed in one of three different environments: a separate unit 
where only this activity is carried out, in the occupational therapy 
depar trnent, or in the sheltered workshop. 
These units may be in primarily medically or vocationally oriented 
centers. In the medically oriented setting, the prime concern may be 
developing work tolerance, as well as to serve as a place where the 
patient begins to see himself as a productive individual. Of most im-
portance, it indicates to the patient that there is concern about his 
vocational-economic as well as his medical problems. The vocationally 
oriented center concentrates upon the later phase of rehabilitation, 
when the physical problems become less acute and the patient is better 
able to devote his attention to training for an occupation. Such a center 
seeks the full exploration and development of whatever vocational 
potential the patient possesses, and its program is designed to elicit this 
information and act upon it. 
1 
Staffing patterns and vocational appraisal media also vary from 
facility to facility. In the medically oriented center, \vhether the evalu-
tion is carried out in 0. T. or an attached sheltered workshop, the staff 
of the unit usually consists of occupational therapists. In the vocation-
ally oriented center, \vhether a sheltered workshop or a comprehensive 
facility, staff usually consists of industrial arts teachers, vocational 
counselors, or persons with general industrial experiences. The staffing 
pattern seems to reflect a change in emphasis in the patient's program; 
as it becomes more vocationally oriented, the tendency is to staff units 
with persons who have vocational counseling or industrial training. 
Variations are also found in vocational appraisal media. The most 
widely used method IS the work sample approach. Another is the use 
of sub-contract production in a sheltered workshop. Some facilities 
use both the work sample technique and performance in a workshop. 
Another method is psychometric evaluation, either especially standard-
ized or not standardized, for the handicapped. Still another employs 
the use of industrial engineering techniques. One other approach is to 
have evaluations done in nonprofessional depatlinents of the rehabilita-
tion facility or hospital. 
~fETHODS OF PRE-VOCATIONAL APPRAISAL 
The Work Sample 
The work sample, as you all know, has its value In that it is directly 
related to the vocational activity from wh1ch it is dra\vn. As a predictor 
of vocational potential, the work sample gives the evaluator an oppor-
tunity to compare the handicapped client with the performance of a 
successfully employed person. The types of recommendations tend to 
go from the general to the spec1fic,"the most general being a judgment 
that the individual is employable rather than unemployable. A specific 
judgment would be concerned with predicting future performances in 
one particular job level \Vithin a particular trade. 
If the range of the \vork samples is large and representative of jobs 
found in the community, theoretically it should be possible to deter-
mine a client's employability with reasonable success. It should also 
be possible to determine whether the client shows enough skill and 
appropnate behavior to be considered capable of sustaining the pro-
duction standards and emotional pressures of a job situation. By the 
nature of the \Vork sample, as a reality or situational test, its usefulness 
as a predictive device for this type of recommendation should be rela-
tively accurate. 
The next step, 1n the general to the specific range of information 
obtainable, is the prediction of success in a specific job category in 
2 
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which the individual aisplayed most ability. In other words, the pre-
diction of success is made on the assumption that the person Will work 
in a job situation which was duplicated by the \Vork sample. Here 
again we would expect the adequacy of the judgments to be high, but 
probably not as high as a straight employability-unemployability rec-
ommendation. 
Becoming more specific, the next step is a prediction of the skill 
level which the individual is capable of achieving within a particular 
activity. As an example, if we find that a person has potential for 
costume )e\velry work, it should be determined if he has capacity to 
be a designer or model maker or at the lowest level a simple solderer 
or buffer. This 1s rmportant information, Since It helps the counselor 
and the client decide whether it is \VOrth\vhile spending the time in 
training In order to realize the client's potential skill level. You can see 
with this information available, the goal of vocational rehabihtahon 
can go beyond JUSt help1ng the client find a job. The counselor can as-
sist the client to find ways to fully maximize his vocational potential. 
To meet this need, the work sample constructor must build a sen es 
of simple and complex samples representing a number of JObs in a par-
ticular occupational area. These samples should indicate the chent's 
capacity to perform at a simple level and determine his potential for 
more complex activities encountered at high skill levels. On what basis 
can the latter Judgment be made? In part, by the performance of the 
client as compared \Vith industrial standards, but this is not enough. 
It is extremely difficult to duplicate a single job performed by a paid 
worker in industry which can be used to evaluate capacity for obtain-
ing greater skill levels. Something else has to be built into the criteria. 
It might also incorporate the opinions of employers and instructors 
representing a specific trade, as to the manner in which the handi-
capped individual has to perform in order to have a reasonably good 
chance of obtaining certain skill levels. Since the cr1teria are based on 
the opinions of experts, we would expect the validity to be less than 
if these cnteria were based on actual industrial standards It IS rela-
tively easy to see why the accuracy of skill level prediction \vould be 
less than when we try to predict employability or successful perform-
ance on a specific job. Skill level predictions are at best difficult, and 
should be validated through follow-up studies as soon as an experi-
mental population is obtainable. The purpose would be to cotnpare 
the level of functioning originally predicted by the work sample \vith 
the level achieved by the person, after he has been on the job for a 
specific period. 
The work sample technique is also used for making recommend a . 
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tions concerning a client's ability to perform a job that is related to, 
but not exactly duplicated by, the sample in the unit. This is usually 
called job family prediction. The rationale, of course, is that operations 
in related trades require similar mental ability, dexterity, skills and/ or 
tool usage. It is probably reasonable to assume that the closer the re-
lated job is to the one the sample duphcates, the better \Vill be the 
basis for the recommendation. Exactly how good, is still an unanswered 
question. \Ve are in a young speciality, and I'm certain that these 
quesbons will be investigated. In fact some studtes in thts area are 
already planned. 1-Jo,vever, on a practical basis. such predictions based 
on empincal evidence have to be used, until more sophisticated Infor-
mation is made available. 
A revie\v of agencies ustng the \VOrk sample technique indicates 
the use of the follo,vtng basts for making recommendations. The value 
of these methods as predtctive devices is based on the degree to \vhich 
they have been substantiated by research. They are predictions made: 
upon the results of follow-up studtes, on industrial standards, on opin-
ions of experts, on standards determined by the pe1fom1ance of evalu-
ators themselves, and on evaluator judgments based on their own ex-
penence. 
Sheltered 'Vorkshop 'Vork 
Another approach is the assessment of potential through perform-
ance on sub-contract \VOrk in a sheltered \vorkshop. The strength of 
this technique lies 1n the opportunity to observe the client's perform-
ance in a test situation ,v}uch is as close to employment as \Ve are 
capable of achieving. The chent is motivated by money for \Vork pro-
duced. In a work sample situation a client may take a twenty minute 
break for a cigaret. lie might not if he felt he \Vas going to lose money. 
The large number of handicapped persons 'vith debilitating emotional 
problems and those with primarily psychiatric disabilities, make this 
approach a much needed service. The work perlormed is specillcally 
related to a job in indushy with the industrial rate set by the firm 
giving the contract. As such, in this type of setting, the prediction of 
employability vs. unemployability should prove to be accurate. The 
prediction of success in an area related to jobs performed within the 
workshop should like\vise be accurate. Because the number of jobs 
available in the \vorkshop are few, this technique limits the possibility 
for exploration into a wide range of job activities, as 'veil as the capac-
ity to achieve certain skill levels. The need to meet industrial commit-
ments may also limit the amount of time the evaluation can or cannot 
allow the client to work on any type of operation. 
Another technique used is a combination of work sample evaluation 
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and performance in the \vork hop. This approach offers the possibility 
for assessing a \VIde range of JOb areas as \\ell as sk1lllevel potennal as 
it relates to a specific occupation or JOb family. It also allo,vs for 
obseryation of the client's behavior in a 'vage-eaming situation .. Anoth-
er advantage is the possib1hty of observing improvement of perform-
ance \vith repetition. 
Psychological Tests 
For many years much has been said about the unsuitability of 
aptitude tests for the handicapped. In the past fe,v years, experhncnts 
\vith psychometncs for the handicapped have been under \vay. One 
such stud) is being carried out by the Occupational Research Center 
of Purdue Universtty. They are \VOrking on a method to validate and 
extend known methods of ps) chological a ssessmcnt of blind indn. id-
uals Another obJective 1~ to construct ne\v approaches to the measure-
ment of specific skills of the bhnd. They hcl\ e developed instruments 
measuring three areas: intelligence, manual dexterity and personality. 
They are validating thtse tests on blind individuals at various levels 
and types of employment. The author states, "The results repo1ted 
thus far Indicate great promise since it can be sho,vn that the tests 
measure systematic differences in abthty le\ el behvecn critcnon 
groups. , 
A group at Highland VIew Hospital in Cleveland is also work1ng in 
this area. They have created an instrument which is destgned to ap-
pratse cogntti\ e-motor functlons relah\ e to jobs performed in a shelter-
ed \VOrkshop. The authors state the follo\ving, "in order to eliminate 
subjectivity of vocational appraisals of disabled individuals and to 
provide a base line for meaningful interpretation of such results, 
Tho1nasat, a performance scale originally constructed to evaluate psy-
chomotor skills of the uppe1 extremities \~as devised." The test ap-
praises eye-hand coordination, the abtht) to grasp, hold stabilize, and 
manipulate objects according to stze, color, and shape. The standard-
Ization is based on a chronically dtsabled population at Highland Hos-
pitaL and as such, it appears to be a valid predictor of performance 
in a sheltered \Vorkshop catering to the needs of the chronically ill. 
Using this population, they reported an extremely high ( .94) correla-
tion between the Thontasat and performance scores in a \vork sample 
testing situation As yet the authors have not reported attempts to 
predtct vocational potential for the type of handicapped population 
seen at most rehabilitation centers. 
Since 1958, the Institute of Phys1cal !vled1c1ne and Rehabilitation 
has been working on a study designed to correlate standarchzed tests 
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\Vith conclusions reached through the use of \Vork samples. The final 
report of this study is no\\' being \Vritten. In a personal communication 
Dr ~lorton Z1van, the D1rector of this Project, reported the follo,ving 
observations \vhich have not yet been substantiated statistically. \Vhen 
aptitude test scores are high, performance on the \Vork samples tend 
to be parallel, but Jo,v aptitude scores are not necessarily reflected in 
poor \vork sample perfonnance. He felt that the \vork sample evalua-
tion tended to give much more meaningful information. A second 
observation \vas that test anxiety plays a much bigger role in aptitude 
testing than it does in a \Vork evaluation. The results of th1s c;tudy 
should be of considerable interest. 
Engineering Approach 
Acker and others at Stanford ~Iedical Center are experimenting 
\Vith a ne\v approach to vocational appraisal. In a personal correspond-
ence, Acker has indicated that their major effort is the development 
of a \Vork sample S)Stem based on the most common physical mobons 
invoh ed In typical semi-sl1llcd JObs, industrial and clencal \York. The 
levels of difficulty of the jobs are being described in physical and 
engineering terms. 1\t tlus point, the descnphons are based on the 
amount of force or ph) s1cal pressure necessary for the performance of 
the job. They have divided these jobs according to lo,v, medium and 
lugh levels of complexity, and physical difficulty. The engineering 
asp(.cts of the \VOll samphng are \vorked out reasonably on the basis 
of an engineering approach and technique called "~lethods, Time, and 
~leasurement.» Acker hopes that this method ~vill provide units of 
evaluation '\Vhich are comparable from job to job, irrespective of the 
product being produced on the JOb or the kind of materials handled 
Obviously there are other dimensions in the \VOrk evaluation, re-
lating to \Vork and \Vorkcr relahonl)hips. These, the engineers feel, do 
not fall specifically within their domain, and for these evaluations 
they are asking ps\ chologists and sociologists to participate in the 
study. Althou~h many of the en~Ineenng techniques have been worked 
out, Acker feels n1any problems still exist before the usefulness of this 
techn1que can be confirmed It \vould seem that this method 1s a ne"' 
depa1ture, certainly d1fferent than psyschometncs and \vorl c ·a]ua-
tion as \Ve kno\v 1t today. 
Patient-Employee Evaluation 
Another pre-vocational method \Vhich seems to be meeting with 
success in some general hospitals, provides for exploration in various 
nonprofessional services of the hospital. Usually the patient spends 
one or two \veeks in a pre-vocational unit in Occupational Therapy 
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and is then assigned to a departtnent such as accounting, maintenance, 
bakery shop, etc. The supervisor 1s instructed to appraise the patient's 
abibhes, Interests, and aptitude for the '' ork being performed In the 
depa1 bnent. The supen·1sor is also asked to observe \vork tolerance and 
behavior. It \vould be interestincr to analyze ho\v the supen tsors arrive 
at their judgments regarding a client's capacity to perform a specif1c 
t) pc of "·ark 
i\Iassachusetts General Hospital in Boston and Long Island Je\VIsh 
Hospital In . r C\V 1 ork are nvo examples of hospitals that are ustng 
th1s approach. ~lassachusetts General liospital reported that 41 ot 44 
consecutive injured \vorker referrals. \vho averaged 23 months post-
injury. completed the evaluation and \Vork therapy program. Thirty-
one or 75co of the 41 patients \Vere successfully rehabilitated. These 
programs are of great interest and their effectiveness should be care-
fullv evaluated. 
, 
PRE-VOCATIO.I. TAL PROGRA?\1 
Thus far, this paper hus atte1npted to discuss the use of the evalua-
tion techniques. All with the exception of psychometric assessment, 
encompass the three components suf;~ested for a pre-vocational unit. 
I \vould nO\V like to discuss programs 1n 'vhich the \Vork sample tech-
nique and \vorkshop evaluation approaches are in operation. I have 
tried to select agencies \Vith the most experience in each method, as 
well as those agencies that arc adopting these techniques to fit the 
needs of special disability groups. I \Vill try to point out the proced-
ures follo,ved as they pertain to setting, aims, and methodology. 
The Tower System 
The leading exponent of the \vork sa1nple method conducted in a 
separate unit is the Institute for the Crtppled and Dtsabled. They have 
employed the \vork sample technique for over 20 years. In 1957 their 
\vork sample evaluation method became kno\vn as the TO\VER Sys-
tem. The \vord TO\VER stands for Testing, Oncntation, and \Vork 
Evaluation in Rehabihtation. The methods and procedures used in 
the TOvVER System were published in 1957 and are in usc In more 
than 70 pre-vocational evaluation units 1n a wide range of rehabilita-
tion centers in the United States and to a limited extent in Canada 
The TO\VER System Includes a series of 130 JOb sample tests in 13 
job areas varying from fine hand skills to equipment operation and 
from stenographic and typing skills to routine office and industrial 
work. 
The organization of the TOWER System is designed to provide an 
effective method of judging client perlormance. \Vork samples are pre-
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sented to the client in a series of tests \Vhich explain the task to be 
performed and the required chent response. The evaluator is provided 
\vith detailed printed cnteria and other aids for rating client perform-
ance. Criteria for each of the 130 tests Include "quality standards" 
and "performance rate" \Vhich are divided into five rating levels rang-
ing from supenor to inferior. Forms are provided to record results 
achieved by the clients on the work sample as \veil as the evaluator's 
observations of the client's potential. These results lead to recommen-
dations for a spec1hc training and placement area or for further pre-
" ocational assistance. 
Each client spends three weeks In the evaluation unit. In addition 
to evaluation appraisal, each individual is carefully observed for \Vork 
habits, work tolerance, and learning capacity. 
The ratio of staff to client is usually maintained as one evaluator 
to every ten clients. The evaluators employed at the Institute are train-
ed industrial arts teachers. The unique combination of teacher train-
ing plus experience and skills in many trade areas equip them to func-
tion as evaluators. However, vocational counselors, occupational thera-
pists, and persons \Vithout formal preparation but \Vith kno\vledge of 
many trades, have also been successfully employed as TO\VER eval-
uators. 
A study of 534 clients who successfuly completed the three \veek 
TOWER Evaluation during a five year period w11l be published soon 
by Usdane and Rosenberg. In this group there were 402 clients who 
were recommended for trade training and 132 for direct placement. 
The results indicate 88% agreement behveen vocational evaluation rec-
ommendations and trade training success. Eighty-five per cent of 
those who were recommended for trade training programs \Vere placed 
in outside JObs in fields pertaining to their training. Of the clients who 
were recommended for direct placement immediately follo\ving voca-
tional evaluation, 70% \vere placed in job areas related to the voca-
tional recommendations. A study of the validity of the TOWER Sys-
tem as used by ten centers across the country \vill be started in July 
1960. 
Another pre-vocational e\ aluation unit specifically for the cerebral 
palsied, was set up at the Institute. This was done because it was felt 
that tasks used in the TOWER System did not appraise adequately 
the vocational potential of the cerebral palsied. Using the work sample 
techniques, a system of 100 job samples \Vere set up coverin~ the ele-
mental service, unskilled, clerical, and semi-skilled activities. The 
evaluation lasts se\ en \Veeks or more than twice the time allotted for 
TOWER Evaluation. The staff ratio is one evaluator to five person 
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\vhich is one-half of the staff-client ratio employed in the TO\VER 
System. The staff consists of hvo 'ocational counselors who have had 
considerable JOb placement experience \Vith the handicapped. They 
both have a \VIde kno\vledge of community resources and employment 
opportunities. Of perhaps greater importance, they are capable of 
making judgments based on their e:\periences \vhen the criteria for a 
particular JOb sample does not completely clanfy the le\ el of a chent's 
peiformance. As an 0\-R sponsored research and demonstrabon proj-
ect it has been duplicated in se\ en other cities. v\-hen the OVR grant 
terminc1te~ in June 1960, the unit \Vill continue functioning as part of 
the TO\\'ER Svstetn. 
" 
'\1 ocational Adjustn1ent Center 
The leading exponent of the e\ aluation \\ orkshop method rs the 
J e\vish \ i ocahonal Sen Ice of Chicago \Vhich maintains a vocational 
adjustment and evaluation center. The evaluative \\ orkshop technique 
IS used, according to Gellman, '\vhen the pattern of \VOrk behavior 
cannot be ascertained through other techniques, or \vhen \Ve \VIsh to 
obsene selected aspects of a client's vocational pattern. The vocational 
evaluation \Vorkshop IS built upon the use of a true \\Ork Situation. 
Various components of the \vork, environment, \vages, conditions of 
\vork, pressures, interpersonal relations, and '" ork Incentives are manip-
ulated to determine their effect upon \vorkshop behavior. In contrast 
to the other diagnostic methods, the \vorkshop is concerned \VIth the 
client as a functioning worker and attempt~ to secure a picture of the 
chent's behavior in a \Vork situation. It provides a means of determin-
ing whether changes 1n working conditions will result in improved 
performance." This program is also an OVR proJeCt which has been 
duplicated in five cities. 
The client is given a two-week work evaluation program and an 
eight-\veek guided work adJustment program. \Vhile in the shop each 
person functions as part of a work group of 25 Individuals who work 
on sub-contracts secured from private industry. Clients are paid from 
50 to 75 cents per hour. Shop supervisors, who are professionally 
trained vocational counselors function as shop foremen. 
Through the technique of biweekly case conferences, supplemented 
by a continuous daily record of performance and behavior in the shops, 
the workshop staff attempts to appraise the progress made by the 
client in relation to such areas as interpersonal relations, the use of 
abilities, derivation of work satisfaction, adjustment to work pressures 
and concept of self as a worker. From this information a final evalua-
tion of employability, placeability, and recommendations for possible 
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areas of employm ent are made. A very comprehensive follo\v-up ~tudy 
conducted by Gellman and his staff indicated a high degree of agree-
ment between their employability prediction and stability of employ-
ment. For the most part the employed group in the study had such 
unskilled jobs as stock clerk, messenger, or routine clerk. A small num-
ber had worked in line production or assembly tasks. Other clients had 
performed domestic work in hospitals or other institutions. 
Combination Programs 
There are facihties whose pre-vocational units are a combination of 
both the work sample evaluation and the evaluative sheltered work-
shop technique. Such an approach is used at the _ lay T. Iorrison 
Center for Rehabilitation in San Francisco. Their evaluation consists 
of a medically supen:ised program \vhich includes a physical capacity 
evaluation, work sampling, and workshop performance. The program 
extends for a two-\veek period. The medical revie\v and physical capa-
city evaluation usually last one day. The client then spends two or 
three days in the work sampling program and the remainder of the 11 
days in the workshop . The function of \vork sampling is the same as 
described above, when this technique \vas discussed. The tasks to be 
performed by the client are medically prescribed in a conference after 
a thorough review of the client's medical, social and previous voca-
tional history. Administration of tasks is done by registered occupa-
tional therapists in a "clinical laboratory" situation on a 1 to 1 ratio. 
Work sampling is done in six major occupational areas ranging from 
sub-professional technical to elemental \vork of a hght, medium and 
heavy nature. The organizational structure of these tasks are based 
on Part IV of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Through the 
workshop performance an attempt is made to assess the appropriate-
ness of clients work habits and work behavior. In addition, the ability 
to improve job performance with extended practice is evaluated. 
The combination approach to pre-vocational evaluation is also used 
in a program conducted by the Association for the Help of Retarded 
Children in New York City. This program is of interest because it 
demonstrates pre-vocational evaluation with a special disability 
workshop. 
A series of seven work samples are administered to each new client 
during his first seven weeks in the workshop. These samples were 
selected as evaluation tests from five hundred contract jobs that had 
been perfo1med in the workshop over the years. These work samples 
tap a variety of aptitudes, abilities, and skills usually required in sim-
ple industrial operations. These are: folding table cloths, sorting but-
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tons, lacing display cards, p1stol key chain assembly, puzzle assembly, 
packaging poker chips, and pacl.ing for electroplating. An important 
aspect of this evaluation is repetition. Their annual report states, <\t is 
relevant in the evaluation of readiness for work to investigate the 
effect of repetitive learning experiences on efficiency and produc-
tivity." The retarded client does each of the se\ en \vork samples three 
times. Detailed records are kept of the time taken to complete the 
task at successive sessions. An average three-day interval betvleen 
trials of the same tasks are arranged. Individual rates for initial learn-
ing ( first trial performance), rate of improvement (second trial per-
formance), and ultimate efficiency ( third trial performance ), are com-
puted. Observations made dunng the evaluation include work disci-
pline, productivity and self-direction~ initiative and appearance, etc. 
Also the abihty to use public transportation, handle money, and use 
the telephone is observed. Incc very fe\v clients are ref rred for com-
petitive placement, the evaluation IS 1nformall) continued as part of 
the personal adjustment training program \~hich usually follO\VS the 
regular evaluation. This program determ1nes \vhether the client has 
the potential ability to JUStify some type of unskilled service job such 
as messenger or bus girl activities. The ratio of evaluator to chent 
ranges from 10 to 12 clients to one evaluator . The e\ aluators are not 
required to have any specific college training, but are hired on the 
basis of personality and exposure to industry. 
The validity of their recommendation5 for employment 1n competi-
tive industry has not been ascertained because of the relatively small 
number of clients who are capable of regular employment. Ho\vever, 
they found a high relationship between hourly earnings and perform-
ance in the evaluation. This proJect is also an OVR sponsored re-
search and demonstration proJect which has been duplicated in 17 
cities. 
The Pre-Vocational Evaluator 
As I described the various approaches to pre-vocational evaluation, 
you have noted almost completely different staff patterns. Sohd argu-
ments or rationales for each pattern have been advanced. The voca-
tional counselor brings to the rehabilitation center a knowledge of 
industrial methods and community resources . He is best able to inte-
grate evaluation findings with the vocational counseling process. The 
industrial arts person brings a teaching background and experience in 
industrial processes. The occupational therapist bnngs an understand-
ing of medical conditions, dynamics of illness and, in addition, is 
trained to interpret and report what he sees. He is also familiar with 
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the mec.hcal limitations of various handicapping conditions. You have 
also heard that some agencies feel that formal college h·aining for a 
specific profession is not necess u·y, becau~e they believe that person-
ality and experience in industry IS the prime requisite for a good eval-
uator. \\7ho IS the pre-vocational evaluator? He is a composite of all 
the per ons mentioned. ~ o matter \vhat the discipline of the evaluator 
IS, he \Vill have to learn some skills irom the others. From these observa-
tions, I cannot support the argument of any Single professional disci-
phne claimin~ that only they have the background and experience 
\vhich uniquely qualifies them to be pre-vocational evaluators. 
One other observation. For the most part, practically all of the pro-
grams revie\vecl have the \VOrk of the unit closely tied in \Vith all 
phase:s of medicaL ps) chological, and social aspect!> of rehabilitation. 
That the pre-vocational unit has not become a substitute for vocational 
counsE.lin~ but, in tnost Instances, is thought of as an effective tool of 
the counsehng process IS particularly grahfying. 
SU~f~!ARY 
Although differences in approach exist ( \Vhich IS, of course, de-
sirable ) as a result of the work of 0\TR and the Institute's \Vork on 
TO\VER System, a movement to\vard standardization of procedures 
IS under '"·a). As mentioned earber, the programs conducted at ICD, 
JVS of Chicago, and the &\HRC of ·yc have been duplicated in \vhole 
or 1n part in approximately 110 fac1hhes. By the use of such research 
and demonstration methods, 'ocahonal rehabilitation has been able 
to meet rapidly the tremendous influx of the severely handicapped 
seeking services as a result of the 1954 Federal Legislation. As this 
need is being met, \ve must now evaluate ourselves. We are at a point 
where continued accomplishments must be guided by careful assess-
ment of our existing methods. However, explorations that will bring 
a better life to the people we serve must not be discouraged. 
• 
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PROBLEMS IN MEASURING CAPACITY AN D PERFORMAN CE 
DONALD W. FISKE, PH D. 
Professor of Psychology 
Un1vers1ty of Chtcago 
I beheve it \\ras Conant who said that 5Cience progresses by asking 
the right questions. If this conference IS able to fo1mulate pertinent 
questions, \Ve can v1e"v it as successful even though \Ve cannot at this 
time provide definthve ans,vers to the problems \Ve identify. 
There is one question which I do not intend to ask: vVhat do we 
mean by ((pre-vocational"? I shall assume '\Ve kno\v \vhat it means. I 
wish to consider \vith you today some of the problems in measuring 
capacity and performance during pre-vocational activities. 
What are we trying to measure? \Ve \vant to measure ho'v \vell a 
client will do on the job, in the real \vorld, after he has been rehabili-
tated. But it IS Impossible to foresee the future. The best \Ve can do is 
attempt to predict future performance on the basis of present perform-
ance: given this cbent as he is today, how \Veil "vill he do on the 
JOb tomorrO\V or next month or next year? 
To be more precise, our measurement of the client's capacities today 
usually has one of two ob1echves. we want to determine what the 
chent is now capable of doing on a real JOb or \ve \vant to predict what 
he will be able to do after some course of training. The general nature 
of the problem is essentially the same in the t\vo cases-In the second 
case, we are attemptmg to pred1ct before training or other rehabilita-
tion what our prediction of job performance \Vill be after such train-
ing. This is a more difficult prediction bec'luse there arc more un-
known factors which can 1nterfere, but it is still a prediction. 
THE CRITERIA PROBLEM 
The most important and the most neglected component in psycholog-
Ical prediction is the cntenon, that \Vhich IS being predicted. To 
evaluate any rehabilitation activity, be it evaluation, training, 01 coun-
seling, we need some index of the adequacy of the client's subsequent 
vocational performance. Thts problem, 1n much simpler form, has been 
confounding personnel psychologists in industry and the armed serv-
ices for decades. The problem 1~ many times more dtfhcult In the re-
habilitation field \Vhere the concern IS not \VIth getting the best people 
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for a particular job but rather with getting the best job for a particu-
lar person. 
Ho\v should \Ve measure actual performance on a job? It is surpris-
ing but true that :\Ve are not interested in actual performance, but only 
in the adequacy of the interaction between the job and the client. 
This interaction has two sides to It: what is the adequacy of the client's 
perfomance as evaluated by the foreman or supervisor? To what ex-
tent does the client find the JOb adequate to his needs for pay, for 
feehng able to carry out a job, for being respected as a person? Thus 
we are interested in the satisfaction of the employer and the satisfac-
tion of the employee. (This structuring of the problem may not fully 
handle the special case in which the employer and client are both 
satisfied but the rehabilitation \vorker is not, because the client is 
obviously not working near the hmit of his capacity and consequently 
IS not contributing as much as he could toward the support of himself 
and his dependents.) 
The satisfaction of the client can, in most cases, be determined in 
a fairly direct manner by asking him tactfully. From one point of view, 
the important index is the pragmatic one: does the client stay on the 
job or does he quit (or get himself fired)? 
The satisfaction of the employer can also be estimated by a single 
factual index: does he keep the client on the job or does he discharge 
him? This is not a perfect measure because it is influenced by various 
irrelevant factors such as the state of the labor market. 
As a first approximation, then, whether or not the client stays em-
ployed is a fairly satisfactory measure of the adequacy of the job-client 
interaction. It is satisfactory because it involves the subjective re-
actions of both employer and employee. Note that we have made no 
reference to objective measures of the quality or quantity of the client's 
performance. These may be involved in the supervisor's satisfaction, 
but I believe that for many jobs, objective measures are not the sole, 
nor even the predominant factor. Instead, it is the supervisor's im-
pression which is crucial. 
My distinction between the client's actual productivity and the fore-
man's perception of it may seem a trivial one. I think it is not, because 
even though the absolute error in the foreman's judgment may not be 
large, the direction of the error is important. It is quite clear, both 
from general observation and from recent experimental work, that 
people tend to perceive things as they want to perceive them. A fore-
man will tend to see a client's performance as better or worse than it 
actually is, depending upon his general reaction to the client. Thus 
his judgment about the client's productivity may be influenced by the 
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other factor in his satisfaction with the client, that is, by the extent to 
which he finds the client acceptable. 
Acceptability may play a surpnsingly important role, even under 
conditions \vhere \ve would imagine that productivity was more rele-
vant. By acceptability I mean adjustment to the job and to the total 
work situation, as evaluated by his foreman or supervisor. One \vay of 
stating this might be as a question: Does the worker,s behavior con-
form to the role of worker as the supervisor sees it? fore than a dozen 
years ago, we inquired of a number of clinical psychologists as to why 
people were fired from jobs as clinical psychologists. From the reports 
that we gathered, and this was a quite informal survey, it was our 
impression that chn1cal psychologists \vere much more likely to be 
fired because they could not get along with or they were not liked by 
the other professional people, than because they \Vere Judged to be in-
adequate in their professional \vork. Thi~ may of course have been be-
cause there were then (as now!) no adequate obJective cnteria for 
performance as a clinical psychologist, in spite of the fact that most 
clinical psychologists have their ovm strong subjecti"e convictions as 
to which of their colleagues is good and which 1s not.. I do not think 
that is the whole explanation, however. I think that people are fired 
because of the presence of negative characteristics, not because of the 
absence of sufficient ability and skill to do a job. Thus the head of 
the psychological clinic can be much more certain that one of his staff 
members is an unlikable person who irritates other professional people 
and in fact may get his section into trouble with other parts of the 
organizational hierarchy, than he can be certain that the person's pro-
fessional work is not adequate. To take an example from an entirely 
different sphere, I believe that it was Viteles who was working on the 
problem of selecting operators for electrical substations in the early 
days of industrial psychology. He found that such operators were not 
fired because they were not doing their technical jobs adequately, but 
were fired because they had failed to sweep out the substations. 
In recent years, there has been increasing recognition of the im-
portance of acceptability. In a broader context, the general trend has 
been one of paying more than lip service to the fact that behavior is a 
function of the person, the environment, and their interaction. A major 
theme in Stem , Stein, and Bloom,s book, Methods in Personality As-
sessment, is the argument that the assessor should study the situation 
in which the person will be functioning with the same effort and atten-
tion as he studies the person himself. It is futile to try to predict how 
well a person should be able to do on a job with no consideration of 
what the job situation will be like and how it will affect his perform-
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ance. The assessor must also consider ho\v the supervisor \vill be mak-
ing his evaluations. These are aspects of the classical ciiterion problem. 
Criteria are like the \Veather: everybody talks about them but no-
body does very much about them Criteria have not been \VOrked on 
as much as they should be for t\VO rea~ons: one is that psychologists 
have been so busy concentrahng on the development of tests that they 
have had little energy left to devote to the problem of the criterion. 
The other is that the psychologist has control over testing procedures 
and the design of tests but has relatively bttle influence upon cnter1a. 
Frequently he must accept the cnteria provided by the \vorld, for 
better or for worse. In vocational counselin~, the problem i~ one of 
determining what foremen and supemsors \vant. One \vay to do this 
is to use the critical incident technique \vhich Flanagan has developed. 
In this technique supervisors are asked to provide examples of very 
successful performance and very unsuccessful performance. These ex-
amples are analyzed to determine the kinds of aptitudes and traits 
are required for success on the job. 
Up to this point, we have been considering the criterion that which 
is being predicted. Now let us tum to the predictor measures. 
PREDICTOR ~1EASURES 
Prediction involves using one sample of behavior to estimate \vhat a 
future sample \.vill be like. If we cannot use a predictive sample 
occurring in exactly the same surroundings as the behavior \.Ve \.vant 
to predict, and if the client's past history provides no closely relevant 
samples, we must develop our O\vn sample. 'Ve call such a sample a 
~~test" but it is still just behaVIor, a segment of behavior from \vhich \Ve 
estimate directly, or as directly as possible, what the future behavior 
will be like. 
As a general rule, the best prediction of \vhat a person will do in a 
given situation is that he \IVill do what he did last time in that situation. 
So the best way to find out how a person will do on a job is to try him 
out on it. This point may seem obvious but we frequently overlook it. 
Or rather, we frequently and appropriately utilize this principle \vith-
out fully recognizing what we are doing. 
Problems in Prediction 
Let me digress a minute to consider the problem .of predicting per-
formance in graduate school. This \Vould seem like an easy job. At the 
very least one can use performance in college. But \vhen each applicant 
comes from a different school, and one has not even heard the name of 
many of the schools before, it is difficult to compare the grade records 
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of the different applicants. Furthermore, graduate school requires a 
different set of skills and motivations than college, a fact that many 
students unfortunately do not know. And intellectual ability itself makes 
a surprisingly small contribution to graduate school success . Our 
brightest students frequently have poor \Vork habits or motivational 
conflicts that prevent them from doing acceptable work, and students 
with limited ability often amaze me, not only by working efficiently but 
also by having a good idea or hvo \Vhich are rare phenomena in any-
one's experience! I am gradually coming to the conviction that the best 
we can do is to accept students with good ability and good college rec-
ords, and 'vveed out the poor bets after they have had a year or t\vo to 
demonstrate their capabilities This is regrettably costl} of staff effort 
and student \velfare, but I see no feasible alternative. 
The problem is further complicated by the fact that each graduate 
depat linent must \Vork out its O\vn goals, its O\VTI standards, and must 
empirically determine the usefulness of any selection tests or tech-
niques that it employs. I bring up this whole matter to sho\v you that 
even psychologists, who should be able to predict performance as \Veil 
as anyone, have real difficulties n ght in their O\\'Il front yard. 
In rehabilitation work, it is not feasible to try clients out in real job 
situations. There are few employers who would be \VIlling to give a 
client a fe\v \veeks' work JUSt to help determine his capacity to do a 
given job. And one would need many such opportunities to get a fair 
picture of any one client's profile of capacities. 
In other placement situations, it IS often poss1ble to utihze past per-
formance as a basis for prediction. In rehabilitation evaluation this is 
only rarely possible the usual case is one in which something has hap-
pened to the client so that past performance is of httle predictive value 
except to set an upper limit to probable future performance. 
Limitations of Conventional T ests 
In thinking about this conference, and about \vhy Situational and 
'NOrk-sample procedures were being emphasized, I wondered \vhy con-
ventional aptitude tests were receiving less attention. It may be that 
they are so much better knovvn that there would be little to be ga1ned 
from discussing them. It seems more likely that the planners implicitly 
assumed or believed that such tests are not adequate for the task re-
quired for successful rehabilitation work. Or perhaps they are useful 
in some cases but are not sufficient for the whole task 
I would agree with what I see as their implied position. I can see 
that aptitude tests may have some value, especially in determining 
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what kind of training to give a client but, even here, preliminary 
training itself would seem of greater predictive value. 
\Vhy are such conventional tests of limited value in rehabilitation 
work? Their very strength IS their limitation. They are ordinarily de-
signed to estimate an abstract quantity, the individual's maximum 
capacity for a specific function. Like standard tests of abilities, such 
as intelligence tests, they are given under circumstances which maxi-
mize the subject's perlormance. The instructions and the testing situa-
tion are designed to elicit the best work on the given materials that 
the subject can do. They are ordinarily kept brief, in large part, to 
avoid the effects of fatigue or declining motivation. As a con<>equence 
they are \Veil suited for their special function, but are poorly suited 
to providing an estimate of actual job performance. The very conditions 
which are carefully minimized or eliminated in this kind of te<;ting are 
the conditions which are critical in the evaluation process during re-
habilitation. 
Nature of Performance 
Performance on any task or, more broadly viewed, success in any 
coping activity, is some complex function of ( 1 ) capacity to carry out 
the task, ( 2) appropriateness of direction of effort, and ( 3) effort 
itself. A person cannot accomplish a goal however trivial unless he has 
the ability to reach the goal, directs his energies appropriately, and 
applies himself. Capacity, the first of these three requirements, is rela-
tively easy to measure by itself. What we are concerned with is assess-
ing appropriateness of motivation and availability of the requisite 
energy or general drive. Standard tests estimate capacity, we need tests 
which assess the other components. 
Or rather it would be nice to have such specialized techniques. How-
ever, we do not know how these three components should be combined 
to maximize prediction. I believe the function is multiplicative; it is 
not additive because a deficiency in one component cannot be com-
pensated by an excess in another component. One does not do one job 
while trying hard to do another, and capacity is useless \vithout effort. 
Instead, each part increases the contribution of the other two parts. 
Since we do not know the function, and since it probably varies from 
person to person, the simplest thing is to measure the product, to deter-
mine actual performance under conditions which resemble the future 
situation as closely as possible. 
Strategies for Prediction 
At this point, two strategies are open to us. We can take the position 
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that capacity carries the most weight, and set ourselves the task of 
determining the profile of the client's potentialities. On the other hand, 
we can decide that the motivation to \vork and the drive to implement 
this motivation are the primary concerns. For clients \Vho appear to 
have sufficient ability to carry on skilled work, the former may be more 
appropriate. For other clients, the critical problem may be to get them 
into the labor market. Their psychological and economic state may 
make it imperative that they get a job, any job, as soon as possible. For 
such persons, the second approach may be the relevant one. Ideally, 
we should not have to choose between these strategies, but practical 
considerations \vill usually make it necessary to stress one at the ex-
pense of the other. 
The first strategy involves finding out \vhat the client can do, pre-
sumably so that he can take a job, or be trained for a job, that \vill give 
him maximum personal and economic satisfaction. It is based on the 
policy of utilizing to the fullest the potential of each handic'lpped per-
son, just as the armed services attempt to fit the manpower potential 
available to them into the job classifications set up to execute the mili-
tary mission. Such a policy is difficult to implement, as the personnel 
psychologists working for the armed services will be the first to admit. 
It requires the development of tests for each job classification, the 
validation of such predictive devices, and the intricate matter of 
assigning personnel on the basis of the service's need and the differ-
ential capacities of the persons in the manpower pool. 
In practice, we should have validity data for each test on each of 
the jobs for which it will be used predictively. Such a program is diffi-
cult even under the authoritarian and standardized conditions in the 
military services. It is almost insuperably difficult with the limited re-
sources of evaluators in the rehabilitation field. 
Two types of study might be attempted. If it is possible to develop 
a reasonable criterion ( in spite of the problems discussed earlier ), one 
could correlate performance on relevant tests with performance on the 
job. Again, one might attempt to estimate the minimal ability required 
to carry out each job, but this would require having some clients try 
the job even though their test performance was low, and such a course 
may not be practical. 
I believe the TOWER System is based on this strategy. The book 
outlining this approach is, from a technical viewpoint, disappointing 
with respect to evidence on the empirical validation of its tests. It 
gives data on percentages of tested clients who were successfully 
placed, but has no comparison figures by which one can estimate the 
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contnbution of the testing. It also provides figures on the agreement 
behveen the evaluator and the training instructor but these also can-
not be appraised without addihonal data-In this case, the actual eval-
uations on all other clients. 
The biggest problem \Vith this approach 1s the impossibility of 
having tests for all, or even most, types of \vork For the foreseeable 
future, it will usually be necessary to infer, on the ba<\is of face valid-
ity, that performance on one test is pertinent to performance in a par-
hcular job. Such validity IS often called faith 'alidity, and \vith some 
reason I 
The second strategy 1s less concerned \Vith e' aluating the chent' s 
aptitudes and abilities but more concerned \Vlth evaluatine; available 
drive and energy resources on the one hand, and the appropnateness 
of the direction in \vhich the energy is applied on the other hand. This 
strategy seems to be the one underlying d1agnostic \Vorkshops. In these 
the goal is to make the situation as srmilar to actual employment as 
possible, so as to permit observation of such matters as the client's in-
terest in real work, capacity to sustain his application to the task 
throughout a day or even a week, and even his ability to improve his 
performance by learning on the job. 
In principle, one could try a client out on many different kinds of 
work, but the resources are usually too limited to permit giving the 
client an opportunity to work at more than a very few jobs. In effect, 
this approach is concerned with answering the question: "Is this client 
a good workman, a good employee?" rather than, "'What can this man 
do?,, or even, "'What can this man do best?, · 
The rating scale for employability which IS being developed and 
tested at the Chicago Jewish Vocational Service is oriented toward 
this approach. It has several sections, only one of them dealing with 
""functioning level of ability in (the) work situation." The others are 
concerned with ability to mobilize and direct energy in the work situa-
tion; capacity to tolerate and cope with work pressures, tensions, and 
demands; and interpersonal relations with co-workers and foremen. 
I have talked about these hvo strategies as though they were quite 
distinct. In actual practice, the two are probably more alike than dif-
ferent. The evaluation in the TOvVER System involves not only speci-
fying the adequacy of the client's work in each of the various occupa-
tional areas in which he was tested, but also a series of ratings on 
broader aspects of work performance such as work habits, work 
tolerance, dexterity, ability to comprehend instructions; and ratings 
on personal characteristics, including attitudes, appearance, and re-
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lahonsh1ps \vith others. On the other hand, a diagnostic \vorkshop is 
obviously Interested In mak1ng some estimate of the client's ability to 
do certa1n basic types of tasks. Thus the main d:tfference appears to 
be in emphasis, not 1n general orientation. 
Some of you may have noted an apparent inconsistency between the 
view of performance that I have just taken (that IS, perfom1ance as a 
product of capacity, effort, and direction of effort), and my earlier 
argument that \Ve \vere interested not In actual performance but in 
performance as seen by the chent and by lus supen'isor. The apparent 
discrepancy stems from our inability, at the pre-vocational stage, to 
tell ,,·hat the supervisor ''Ill be like. The most \VC can tell is how 
pe ple in general seem to react to the client. At the very least, \Ve 
need to make some estimate of the likelihood that the client will be 
found to be so obJectionable that Ius supen'isor ,,.111 discharge him. 
The other side, the chent' s evaluation of his O\vn performance, is 
less important for most chents but we can do more about assessing it. 
It should be poss1ble to determine \vhether the chent 1s hkcly to feel 
that the type of \vork he IS most hkely to get ( \vhen he gets a job) 1s 
too hard for him, or too conflictful. In rare cases, I \vould guess that 
a client might be unreahshc and feel that a JOb \Vas beneath h1s dig-
mty even though 1t "as the best job he could get. Such over or under 
estimations of his O\Vn capacity should be detectable in the \vorkshop 
or in the counseling in ten 1e,v, and could be used to improve the e~tl­
mate of future maintenance of employment. 
SITUATIO~AL TESTI~G 
A diagnostic workshop such as we were discussing a few moments 
ago provides a sample of the client's work. More broadly viewed, it i~ 
a special kind of situational test. 
Rationale 
The rationale underlying situational testing IS somewhat as follows . 
Behavior is a function of the person and the total environment in 
\vhich the behavior occurs. There are a multiplicity of factors deter-
mining behavior. Therefore, no one test measuring a single factor, 
whether it be in aptitude or a personality tendency, can be expected 
to predict behavior with more than limited success. In principle it 
should be possible to combine a series of tests, each measuring a sepa-
rate function, in order to predict performance in a particular situation. 
In practice this has not been found to be more than moderately suc-
cessful. One of the major reasons is that the contribution of the differ-
ent components, the aptitudes or dispositions, to performance in a 
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particular situation varies from person to person. For example, we 
have all seen the situations in which one person performs well because 
he has high ability, even though he does not try very hard, whereas 
another individual performs pretty well with much less ability but 
with a much higher level of motivation and energy output. The 
theoretical advantage of a situational test is that it allows the several 
determinants of behavior to interact and combine in the manner in 
which they typically do for each individual subject. Thus, instead of 
attempting som e rational combination of predictive factors for each 
individual we let the subject combine them for himself. 
On the argument presented above it follows, that the more similar 
two situations are to each other the more similar the behavior that we 
observe in them. The more similar two tests are to each other, the 
more similar the methods involved in t:\vo tests, then the higher the 
correlation between the scores on them . On the other hand, the greater 
the dissimilarity the less the correlation found between the observed 
behaviors. Even \VIthin a single type of situational test, the leaderless 
group discussion, a correlation behveen rated leadership in one test 
with that in a second test may vary from .90 to .39, depending upon 
the similarity between the conditions involved in the two tests. Note 
that the same general condition is involved here in both test and re-
test. In similar fashion, we find low correlations or no correlations 
among diverse measures of the same general personality traits. There 
is considerable evidence that the concept of rigidity should be broken 
down into several discrete forms of rigidity, or to state the matter dif-
ferently, that rigidity in one area may be unrelated to rigidity in 
another area of personality. In recent years there have been a number 
of studies intercorrelating several measures of rigidity. These meas-
ures show zero, or at the most only very low correlations with each 
other. Similar, but not so clear-cut, pictures appear to hold for other 
psychological traits. 
A situational technique is one in which the total context of the sub-
ject's behavior is as life-like as possible. Instead of giving the subject 
a task which he would rarely if ever encounter in everyday life the 
subject is given a job which is more or less realistic and practical. In 
order to minimize the artificiality of the situation, it is necessary to 
make the surroundings, the setting in which the task is placed, as real-
istic as possible. The purpose of using such a context, instead of the 
context of the psychological examination, is to obtain as natural a 
sample of the subject's behavior as possible. Although the subject is 
well aware of the fact that he is being tested, he is presumably some-
what less concerned with this aspect of the situation than he ordinarily 
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is in a typical psychological examination. Equally important is the 
notion that the setting makes such demands on the subject that he has 
little opportunity for modifymg his behavior to make it as acceptable 
as possible to the examiner. ~1oreover, he usually does not know 
exactly what the examiner is seeking to assess. 
Leaderless Group Discussion 
One common type of situational test is the discussion test or, as it 
has sometimes been called, the leaderless group discussion. In this 
technique several subjects are brought together around the table and 
presented with a problem which requires them to exchange ideas with 
each other and reach some resolution of the problem or some recom-
mendations for solving it. Another class of situation tests are physical 
problems, where a group has to accomplish some task involving move-
ments in physical space. An example of this type of test is the Brook 
Test, which we used in the Office of Strategic Services assessment 
program during World War II. A group of five or six subjects would 
be taken to the edge of the brook and told to imagine that they were 
confronted with a raging, bottomless stream which the whole group 
had to cross as rapidly as possible. Certain materials such as boards 
and ropes, and certain features of the landscape such as a tree, were 
available for the1r use. There were a number of possible solutions, 
includtng tying the boards together to form a bndge, and us1ng the 
ropes and the tree to SWing across the brook. tore pertinent for our 
present purposes are the situation tests which are actual work samples 
or very close approximations. Examples m1ght include a typing test 
for stenographers, in which a standard set of materials is given to the 
candidate; clerical tests which involve either distinct and separate 
clerical functions, like checking whether two names are the same or 
different, or a test which involves classification and filing; and finally, 
the field performance test for combat infantrymen which has been 
developed for the Army-in this test, the soldier has to proceed through 
a course as rapidly as possible, firing at targets that jump up at h1m 
and carrying out other military activities as called for by the nature of 
the situation. 
Other Examples 
Situational techniques are not new . It has been claimed that they 
date back to Biblical times. There is the account of Solomon's method 
of determining which of two women was the true mother of the child. 
You undoubtedly recall that, after each woman had claimed that the 
child was hers, Solomon announced that the child would be cut in 
two and divided between the two women; and one woman was will-
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ing to accept Solomon's proposed action but the other woman said, 
"No, give the child to the other woman I') Solomon thereupon an-
nounced that the woman \vho \Vas \VIlling to give up all of the child 
to the other woman \vas the true mother. There is also the account of 
ho\v Gideon \vas instructed to select a special force of 300 from among 
a larger number of soldiers. He brought them do,vn to the water to 
drink and everyone who got down on his knees and put his face on 
the water \vas reJected, but those \vho took water in their hands to 
their mouths \Vere selected. The rationale for the criterion used in this 
selection is not made explicit, but presumably the better soldiers 
would be those \vho \Vere in a position to see \vhat \vas going on 
around them. 
The evaluation of performance In Situational te5ting may be done 
in many \vays. One of the most unusual \vays is said to have been 
followed in one of the British War Office Selection Boards. The story 
involves a dog. It may have been a shaggy dog, but I have the story 
from many different sources, including one man \Vho claimed to have 
been the protagonist. In checking up on the success of the predictions 
made by their selection boards the authonties disco' ered that one 
board seemed to be relatively successful, distinctly more successful 
than other boards They therefore sent a man out to visit the board 
and try to determine the basis for Its success. The man found that the 
commanding officer of the board \Vas a man of considerable practical 
expenence but of limited professional training. The visitor observed 
the board for a week, but was unable to notice anything unusual about 
its procedures. \\71th the feeling that he had been quite unsuccessful, 
he sat dO\\ n the la~t even1n£; of his visit to have a glass of beer with 
the cotnmand1ng officer. After that glass, and se\ eral others, the com-
manding ofhcer finally turned to h1m and said, "You came up here to 
find out \vhy \Ve do such a good job of selection, didn't you?" The 
visitor admitted that this \Vas the case. ((But you didn't find out, did 
you?" The visitor again assented to this. The commanding officer then 
said, "I wasn't going to tell you, but my do~ has taken a liking to you 
so I have decided that you must be a good fello\v and I \vill tell you 
how we do our selection. A long time ago I decided that my dog knew 
more about studying people than I did. So any time my dog makes up 
to a person, I know he is a good person. So we pass the candidates 
that my dog likes and reject those that he doesn't." Now there may 
be something to this technique but think of the technological unem-
ployment among psychologists which would result if it were more 
generally applied! 
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THE EVALUATOR FACTOR 
This story illustrates a highly significant matter. There is a natural 
tendency, human as \vell as carune, to react to a person as a whole, 
rather than to see the person In all his complexit) . Osgood, in his work 
on The ~1 easurement of ~1 eaning, has found that the predominant 
component in all meaning is the e\aluati\e factor. \Ve tend to think of 
things as good, or bad, or somewhere in behveen. 
\Ve also tend to think of people this \vay. This is perhaps a kind of 
((principle of least effort.>' It Is easier to thin~ of a person as a fairly 
good \vorker than it IS to see lum as ~ood at \Vork requiring close at-
tention, provided he gets support from his foreman, and poor at \Vork 
with a possible competitive element, and so on. 
This inherent tendency IS reco~nized in the recommendation forms 
used by part of the Federal Civil Service. They ask for ratings on each 
of the major functions in the position \vhich IS open, and then have a 
space for free-response comments. But the situation IS highly struc-
tured for the recommender. In each of several areas, such as techrucal 
skills, administratn e ability, personality, and relationships \VIth others, 
the recommender IS asked to Indicate the applicant's strong points and 
weak points. This form requires a considerable amount of effort on 
the part of the recommender, but as Clyde Coombs has \VIsely pointed 
out, the harder the judge or evaluator \Vorks, the more valuable and 
discriminating his ratings. 
How can this idea be applied to the evaluation of performance in 
situational tests or work samples? The rater should be specifically re-
. quired to report the chent's maJOr assets and major limitations. This 
has to be done by explicit Instructions. Even professionally trained 
raters using a multi-item rating scale tend to make ratings which are 
highly correlated with each other, which contain a single large general 
factor, the classical "halo" tendency. 
If you think back over your personal experience in interviewing 
applicants for a job, I think you will find the same thing that I have 
observed repeatedly. The material about the applicant gleaned from 
the interview and any other available sources often gives somewhat 
indistinct hints of weaknesses which are easy to overlook at the time 
but which tum out later to be the person's chief shortcomings. I grant 
that such consistency is easier to see in hindsight, but there is reason 
to believe that these deficiencies can often be recognized in advance 
if a special effort is made to identify them. 
In the long run, negative aspects of performance will often prove of 
greater practical significance than the positive ones. A person may be 
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fired because of one specific bad work habit, or he may quit because 
of a particular personality trait, regardless of how able he is or how 
suited he is for a given job in every other respect. 
EFFICIENCY OF EVALUATION 
The problem of evaluating performance will always be with us. We 
will continually find ourselves in a position where we must predict 
how well a person will probably do on one job or on each of several 
jobs. We should certainly do all that we can to improve the accuracy of 
such predictions. But in setting up procedures for evaluation, we must 
consider the costs. The expenses of evaluation must be compared to 
the value received. There is a very significant but not widely known 
monograph on this problem: Cronbach and Gieser's Psychological 
Tests and Personnel Decisions. While it is highly technical, it makes a 
number of points which can be readily grasped without working 
through the complex developments of the technical arguments. 
It is oriented toward the question of maximizing the practical 
utility of the information gained from tests or other evaluation proce-
dures. For example, abstract validity coefficients may be of less value 
than estimates of the contribution of evaluations to the correctness of 
the administrative decisions which must be made concerning clients. 
Among other matters, they discuss the range of information obtained 
from a procedure as compared to the dependability of the information. 
For example, an individual intelligence test gives highly reliable in-
formation about intellectual potential, and very little else. In contrast, 
an interview gives a rough idea of the subject's intelligence and also 
gives leads or hints about personality characteristics, basic problems, 
and attitudes. The same notion can be applied to the evaluation of 
rehabilitation clients. A series of specific standardized tests should 
yield reasonably precise data on a client's capacity to perform each of 
a limited group of tasks, but very little information on ability to learn 
with extended practice, on capacity to stick at a monotonous task all 
day, and on many other potentially relevant characteristics. A wide-
range procedure may provide suggestive information about a great 
variety of topics, but be unable to offer highly dependable data on any 
one point. 
But in addition to the question of how best to utilize a given limited 
set of resources, there is the more basic question of the maximum ex-
pense which should be devoted to the evaluation of any one client. 
This decision requires a balancing of cost against utility. It must be 
made by each administrator in view of the specific situation confront-
ing him. I do not wish to make any general suggestions on this matter 
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except to point out the necessity for weighing the utility against the 
cost. As an example of a situation where this principle is not being 
followed, there is a VA installation in \vhich psychodiagnostic testing 
is routine even though it does not contribute to any practical admini-
strative decision- all patients are routinely started in psychotherapy. 
Moreover the therapists, even the psychologists, make little use of 
the diagnostic work-up. They typically prefer to start the therapy 
sessions without reading the report, and refer to it only later if they 
run into particular problems which they feel unable to resolve with 
the information they have obtained from the therapy sessions them-
~elves. 
SUMMARY 
In summary, the evaluation procedures used in pre-vocational re-
habilitation activities must be as realistic and life-like as possible. 
They should be designed so that the client 'vvill provide a sample of 
his work which is highly typical of how he will later perform on the 
job, so that the results will have maximal utility for the decisions to 
be made about him. The evaluation of his work should take cogni-
zance of the way in which his subsequent job performance will be 
evaluated, and should utilize techniques which will provide the wide 
range of information necessary for efficient rehabilitation \Vork . 
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RESEARCH ISSU ES IN VOCATIONAL EVALUATION 
WALTER H. NEFF, PH.D. 
Research Coordinator 
Jewish Vocat rona l Service of Chrcago 
I 
To many people in recent years research has become something of 
a holy \vord, conYey1ng a sense of mysterious rituals performed by 
white-suited acolytes \vho are surrounded by glittering and oddly-
shaped glass\vare in vast, if rather poorly-lit buildings. If "ve are cur-
rently more than a little uneasy at the po\verful forces \Vh1ch scientific 
curiosity has released for our command, then many of us are ready 
to endow the research scientist with more mystery and po\ver than he 
does, in fact, possess. And also, \.Ve may attribute to hun more re-
sponsibility for good and evil than he should, in fact, bear. Neverthe-
less, this is the Age of Science and, for better or worse, our kind of 
society is committed to a program of finding out more and more about 
the world, \Vith the 1mphcit hope that \Ve shall thereby be able to live 
better and better. 
Now if we are to grasp the significance of \Vhat research means in 
our field, at this particular moment in time, \Ve shall have to grapple 
with two sets of phenomena. First, \Ve shall have to kno"v something 
about the status of research methods in the behavioral sciences gen-
erally. Second, we shall have to know something about how these 
methods apply to our particular tangled skein of behavioral problems. 
Let us first consider the status of research methods. 
TIIE ROLE OF SCIENCE 
It is characteristic of the human brain that it enables man not only 
to investigate the world but also to speculate about it. 'Vhile to the 
modem mind speculation seems a quite different activity from investi-
gation, this has certainly not always been the case. In fact, it could 
be argued that the motivation of both is the same: to help us under-
stand the world in which we live, and thus to master it. For many 
thousands of years, however, reliable knowledge about the world 
seemed so hard to come by, was so scanty and meager, that it was 
necessary to fill the void through speculation. Just as nature abhors 
a vacuum, so man appears to abhor uncertainty. While primitive man 
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must have learned a great deal about the actual movements of the 
animals he hunted, there appeared to remain a great many mysteries 
and unknowns about the entire process. So men speculated about \vhat 
caused animals to appear or disappear in a hunhng ground, or \vhat 
caused arrO\VS to find their mark or be mysteriously deflected. They 
invented the Bear Spint or the Buffalo Spint. They felt it \vas as neces-
sary to control, propitiate or fool these. spints as to xnanufacture a sharp 
spear or a hue-flying arro'v Thus along 'vith the development of the 
skills of the hunt-obtained through investigation-came the develop-
ment of animism and magic, obtained through speculation. 
Now it is probably a fair statement that for xnost of man's stay on 
earth, he did not differentiate very sharply bet\veen understanding of 
the world gained through investigation and understanding gained 
through speculation. In fact, if \Ve listen to the philosophers and the 
great religious writers of the past, \Ve should believe that men have 
had little confidence in empirical inve tigahon of the \Vorld but rather 
placed their reliance in speculah\e thought. ~Iy private opinion is 
that this is simply a professional bias, that professional speculators 
have a natural investment in \Vhat is, after all, their 0\VTI raison d' etre. 
It seems to me that the magical beliefs and superstitions of the earhest 
period, and the speculative philosophies of later periods, \Vere simply 
understandable efforts by man to supplement his empirical knowl-
edge of the world through speculation about the many unknowns and 
apparent unknowables \Vh1ch surrounded his small core of kno,vledge 
on every side. And we should add that his need to speculate has not 
prevented man from busily investigating everything in sight to learn 
more about it. It is true that there have been periods \vhen a heavy 
investment in a speculati\e system has slo,ved do,vn or diverted man's 
insatiable curiosity about the world in \vhich he lives. but in the long 
run the investigatory Impulse has broken through and the speculative 
system has had to loosen its hold over men's m1nds. 
It is hardly more than three centuries Since men firs t began to apply 
the methods of empirical investigation to the mystenes of the physical 
world, and the resultant achievements have been so impressive that 
modem philosophers have relinquished to physicists the task of theoriz-
ing about the nature of the physical universe. It is less than a century 
since men began to attempt to apply these methods to the study of 
human behavior, and we must confess that the results have been 
somewhat less than impressive. Nevertheless, the dazzling success of 
natural science has led to the hope that the secrets of human be· 
havior will be revealed by the same techniques, despite the greater 
complexities involved. 
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What is the essence of the technique of science? Basically, this 
boils do\vn to the controlled observation. ~~Ien have been thinking 
about things and observing them for thousands of years, but it was 
not until they began to devise special precautions to determine the 
dependability and reliability of their observations that \Ve are pre-
pared to talk of the scientific method. The fundamental issue, there-
fore, which faces us in this field is: Can we control our observations 
of the behaviors involved in the rehabilitation process so that the 
statements we will make have a determinate degree of dependability . 
and reliability? I think that the greatest single innovation of the 
modem penod has not been any particular invention or discovery-
such as the telegraph or the automobile or atomic energy-but rather 
the invention of the scientific method itself, the concepts of research 
design. For \Vithout the slo\v development of scientific method, it 
would never have been possible to determine the nature of observed 
phenomena at all. The basic problem of our field, therefore, is how 
we can use the methods of science to find out whether this or that pro-
cedure is as useful to our clients as we think it should be. 
THE ESSENCE OF SCIENTIF'IC ~IETHOD 
It may be wise to stop at this point and consider what we mean by 
the scientific method. Are we referring to the classical model of the 
manipulative expenment, in which we hold constant all the conditions 
of a phenomenon except one, systematically vary the latter, and observe 
its effects on the event in question? I suppose \Ve have to include this 
as a scientific ideal, but we should also recognize that this is by no 
means the only method of science. It should be noted that there are 
many quite respectable sciences-astronomy and geology are examples 
-where experimental manipulation cannot be the primary method of 
data collection. There are many phenomena, even in the natural sci-
ences, which we are capable only of describing-where manipulation 
of the event may either be impossible because it is no longer present 
in time, or inaccessible because it is too far away in space, or of such 
a nature that manipulation will change its character. Nevertheless, the 
methods of guaranteeing accuracy of description are just as basic to 
science as the experimental methods. As Feigl, and other modem 
philosophers of science have pointed out, the accurate description of 
an event is as much a part of the enterprise of science as its experi-
mental manipulation. In fact, if this were not so, it would be nonsense 
to talk of research in vocational rehabilitation since the classical ex-
perimental model may be of precious little use to us in trying to under-
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stand better the extremely complex situations which we daily face in 
our work. 
A second issue of scienti£c method on which \Ve should comment 
is that of predictability. Is an event scientifically defined only when 
\Ve can predict it? A moment' reflection \Vill convince us that there 
are many kinds of phenomena \vhich are unpredictable yet are subject 
to scientific observation and understanding. We cannot predict the 
appearance of a ne\v island by volcanic action, but \Ve are certainly 
capable of describ1ng the event accurately and discovering the condi-
tions 'vhich led to its appearance. :\luch legitimate scientific activity 
takes place after an event, not before. It 1s becorning increasingly evi-
dent that even in the natural sciences a good many of the derived 
'1aws" are probabilistic rather than exact. 
A third issue of scienti£c method has to do \Vith measurernent. The 
tough-minded among us have seemed to Insist that \Ve should study 
only those events that yield to quantification. As a result \Ve often see 
the greatest effort and ingenuity expended on examination of the most 
trivial aspects of behavior, while vital matters are ignored because 
they seem unsusceptible to measurement. vVe should remember that 
quantification is only one form of the description of an event, and not 
always the most basic. For example, it \Vas scientifically desirable for 
biologists to be able to describe the structure of a cell-the familiar 
features of a membrane, the cytoplasm, the nucleus-before they could 
begin to consider issues of measurement of its dimensions. 
I have discussed these issues because of their apparent relevance to 
the problems of research in vocational evaluation. We deal with 
extremely complex phenomena, in which it is most often quite unreal-
istic to desire to set up an experiment of the classical model. Secondly, 
the events with which we are concerned are imbedded in such variable 
sets of conditions that the effort to predict seems unrewarding. Thirdly, 
our available measuring instruments are of such indeterminate accu-
racy and dependability that huge uncertainties appear to be introduced 
by this fact alone. Fourthly, both the observers and the subjects are 
human beings, and we are uneasily aware that the very procedures 
introduced to guarantee accuracy of observation may materially change 
the behavior being observed. 
Shall we give up, then? Not at alit I think that the overwhelming 
present necessity in most of the behavioral sciences is the need for 
accurate description. Before we can think of teasing out the factors 
that govern an event, we have to know what it is. What kinds of 
people do we attempt to help? What are the specific problems that 
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have prevented a vocational adJustment? vVhat precisely are the 
procedures we have established to help these people? \Vhat changes, 
if any, take place in those individuals \vho move to\vard a vocational 
adJustment? \Vhat, exactly, are the outcome~? What are the acceptable 
criteria of vocational adjustment? An exarmnation of the service liter-
ature in our field-and I plo\ved through a stack of progress reports 
about two feet high in preparing this paper-convinces me that we 
are pretty seriously in need of accurate description of what \Ve are 
doing. In the next section of this paper, I \\ant to attempt to pin-point 
the problems that need a descriptive effort, before we can ima~ine 
research of a more explanatory or experimental nature. First, I shall 
want to look at the kinds of people we are trying to help, second, I 
want to examine the methods we have devised to help them; and 
third, I \vant to study the outcomes of the process. 
II 
\VHOlvf ARE WE TRYING TO HELP? 
One of the tricky problems which needs much descriptive research 
is concerned with the clients who receive rehabilitative services. ~1y 
own experience as director of a rehabilitab\ e \Vorkshop, and the read-
ing of many service reports and proposals, has convinced me that we 
need much more information about those \vhom we are trying to help. 
Consider the mentally retarded, for example. When we read the better 
service reports we are confronted with pages of actuarial information 
about the client population: age and sex distributions, I.Q. ranges, 
years of education, numbers of individuals with complicating sympto-
matology, such as cerebral palsy, epilepsy, emotional disorders, etc. 
Now, I do not want to dismiss the usefulness of such general informa-
tion. It may be instructive to kno\v, for example, that retardates with 
I.Q.'s of from 40 to 59 are poorer bets for rehabilitation than others 
with I.Q.'s of from 60 to 80. But this merely poses a deeper research 
problem. The actual individuals are lost in the shuffie. A little experi-
ence \Vith the mentally retarded convinces one at once that there are 
retardates and retardates. A recent study suggests that there are at least 
six kinds of retarded individuals, if we look at them from the point of 
view of their global behavior in the rehabilitation setting. There are 
the well-trained and socially conforming, the hostile and acting-out, 
the withdrawn, the anxious, the suspicious, and the non-achievers. 
While these are the broadest and roughest kinds of characterological 
descriptions, the writers insist that the groups differ among themselves 
in the degree to which they can benefit from rehabilitation procedures 
and in the success of the outcome. Even this paper, however, consists 
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merely of impressions. \\;e are not told achtally ho\v many of each 
group succeeded. 
Consider the cerebral palsied chent. In reports of rehabilitation 
programs that have dealt \VIth this d1sabihty cate~ory, we are often 
told a good deal about physical problems encountered. \Ve are told 
how many chent~ c1n ambulate or have limitations of mobihty, 
whether the manual involvement IS mild, moderate or severe, whether 
there are difficulties of communication. But \vhat of the indiVIdual 
\vho has these disabilities? Is he motivated? vVhat are his reactions 
and compensations? Is he a part of a family \Vhich \Vill do everything 
to asstst his adjustment, or is the family indifferent, or actually Imped-
ing? \Vho, because of personal factors, \\7Ill struggle to\vard a success, 
and who, \vith the same physical disability, \VIll accept failure? 'lany 
who \Vork \vith the cerebral palsied believe that such things play a 
role in the outcome. The point is that we have to begin to look for 
evidence \vhich will cause us to buttress this belief, or discard it. 
The case is even more severe \vhen we examine efforts to rehabilitate 
the emotionally disturbed. Elizabeth Herzog, in a very recent and 
excellent monograph titled, "Some Guide Lines for Evaluative Re-
search," states that "a review of 1,500 articles and books dealing with 
schizophrenia has identified 'some 40 factors for \vhich a consensus 
exists regarding their prognostic value.'' She concludes by asking: 
Who is to be changed by psychotherapy, and from \vhat to what? In 
the agency in which I have worked for the last dozen years, \Ve have 
had notable successes \~ath patients \Vho have resided in a mental 
hospital for 15 to 20 years and notable failures with patients who were 
never hospitalized at all. It IS not enough to kno\v that a patient has 
had a particular diagnostic label, that he has been hospitalized for ''x" 
number of years, that somebody has said he is in a given state of 
remission, that he has a given age, a given sex, and a given work history 
prior to his illness. We need to know what kind of individual he is, 
VIs-a-vis the rehabilitation process. After all, we arc told that two-thirds 
of mental patients get better whatever therapy is attempted, and even 
if nothing at all is done. This rather cynical estimate should make us 
uncomfortable too, since it is the kind of figure that many rehabilita-
tion workers report about the success of their own programs. 
The point of all this is that there is a considerable research area 
related to obtaining much more pertinent and useful descriptions of 
the client populations we serve. We should remember that they con-
stitute a highly selected population, in the first place. They had to be 
found somewhere, among the population at large. They had to meet 
the rather vague and greatly varying feasibility criteria of the particular 
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rehabilitation counselors. They had to be referred to, and actually get 
to, the particular sen. ice agency \Vhich \Vill do the rehabilitating-and 
they were screened by this agency as \veil. Such persons may, or may 
not, be typical at all. We need much more reassurance than we now 
have of the representativenPss of our samples and the manner of their 
selection. Once selected, \Ve need to kno\v a great deal more about the 
kinds of clients who may actually benefit from \vhat we offer them. 
And finally, we should be paying much more attention to the reasons 
for failure. 
I \Vant to close this section on whom we serve by a kind of open 
confession. The rationale of the kind of rehabilitative workshop which 
I have helped to develop (the Vocational Adjustment Center of the 
Chicago J e\vish Vocational Service) is that the client<; \Ve serve cannot 
make a vocational adjustment without this particular technique, that 
the traditional methods of vocational guidance-testing and counseling 
- will not suffice. The condition of entry is ''apparent unemployability," 
as verified by the fact that intensive placement efforts have been made, 
without success. Yet many of our clients are people concerning whom 
no very serious placement effort was made before they were referred 
to our particular program. One is entitled to wonder what the outcome 
would have been if we had been able to turn some of our skilled man-
power loose on these people before they presented themselves for the 
workshop experience. I hasten to add that, in connection with a new 
workshop process we have developed for the chronic mental patient, 
we are going to do precisely what we should have done before that is, 
we are going to apply intensive counseling and placement techniques 
to comparable groups of patients, with or \vithout a workshop. We 
may thus begin to gain some information as to who needs a workshop, 
and who does not. 
To conclude this section, I want to urge that we will never be able 
to evaluate the efficacy of this or that service offered unless we are 
told a great deal more than we are now about the kinds of people 
served. For all we know now, rehabilitation successes may take place 
in spite of, rather than because of, the particular treatment offered. 
If this seems like a strong statement, let me assure you that the cries 
of alarm in our sister field of the evaluation of psychotherapy are even 
more violent, and they have been studying their techniques for a longer 
period and more intensely than we have. 
WIIAT ~1ETHODS ARE EFFECIIVE? 
I think we should start by stating, with all due modesty, that a great 
deal of resourcefulness and ingenuity has been displayed in the last 
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decade in devising new techniques for helping the handicapped toward 
a vocational adjustment. To cite only a few examples, we have the 
elaborately developed TO\VER System devised by ICD; we have the 
simulated production \VOrkshop, pioneered in by such agencies as Epi-
Hab in California, AHRC in ew York and JVS in Chicago, we have 
intensive efforts to develop specialized testing programs, as exemplified 
by the group at Highland View Hospital in Cleveland. But I think we 
should have to admit that there has been far less energy and effort 
devoted to appraising the efficacy of these programs than has appar-
ently been expended in de\ ising them. Of course, I am a\varc that this 
sequence of events is inevitable. We cannot evaluate a methodology 
before we develop it. But the time may be ripe to begin to find out 
what we are doing, before \Ve conbnue to invest "ast amounts of money 
and professional energy in methodologies that are of undemonstra ted 
usefulness. 
In confronting the problem of the effectiveness of current rehabilita-
tion methods, I will not attempt to be exhaustive. I \\'ant simply to hst 
some of the more important issues involved in thinking of appraisal, 
confining myself to problems that seem readily researchable. I shall 
list these problems numerically, but there is no suggestion of order 
of importance in the numerical order. 
( 1) What, exactly, is the method? Of late, for example, there has 
been a great rash of workshops all over the country. What, precisely, 
goes on in these shops? We are, of course, given information on hours 
of work, rates of pay ( if any), general kinds of work performed, 
standards of output, and so on. But there remain unanswered qu~s­
tions. What does the client actually do during the working day, and 
what is done to him? \Vhat is the quality of supervision offered, and 
how does this influence outcome? How does the workshop staff operate 
with the client? How do they evaluate? What data do they use and 
how is the data used? Are rating scales used; if so, what is their relia-
bility and their predictive efficiency? How are decisions made which 
lead to extension or termination of service? That we are aware of our 
ignorance is indicated by the fact that a committee of the National 
Association of Sheltered Workshops is working to study standards of 
workshops. But we need great amounts of descriptive data before we 
know what a workshop process is, let alone what it does. 
( 2) What techniques of vocational assessment are available? Since 
we are all involved with practical service programs, where decision-
making about clients is a daily chore, we feel the need for supporting 
these decisions by some objective information about the client. Since 
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many of us also feel that the traditional psychological tests are not 
useful when applied to our special client populations, we have experi-
mented widely \vith new assessment techniques. These may range 
from the srmple judgment of a \VOrkshop foreman that a client is ready 
for placement, through a global assessment arrived at by a staffing 
process, to such elaborate scaling techniques as ICD,s TO\VER Sys-
tem, or the Employability Scales being developed by Chicago j\'S. But 
in addition to the usual complex problems of reliability and validity-
which are headaches 1n themselves-there are the problems arising 
from the fact that these methods have been developed upon the be-
havior of particular chent samples seen in particular settings. They 
may well lack generality. There IS the most pressing need for the 
widest cross-validation of our assessment techniques, both in other 
agencies and with other populations. It IS also my impression that we 
are not reporting our data fully enough. Correlation coefficients are 
all very well in themselves, but \Ve should like to know much more 
about the shapes of the distributions they reflect. Our populations are 
so highly selected that distributions are rarely normal in form; more 
often they are sharply skewed, or even U-shaped or W-shaped. In 
understanding the meaning of a given score on a given scale, it would 
be much more helpful u we could see ho\v people distribute over the 
scale in question. This IS especially the case because data are reported 
in actuarial form, but the practical problem is to make an evaluative 
judgment and decision on the single Individual. It doesn,t help us much 
if we are told that there is a correlation of .40 between a given scale 
and employment outcome. This may simply reflect the fact that high 
scorers have good outcomes, but the shapes of the distributions may 
be such that there is no definable relationship in the middle range. 
We need more attention paid to item-analysis techniques and cut-off 
scores. 
( 3) \Vhat about control groups? It is characteristic of our field that 
the use of control groups to demonstrate the value of a particular re-
habilitative method is rare, indeed. Of course, we all are a\vare of the 
very serious difficulties in using control groups for the study of human 
behavior. Not only is it practically impossible in the usual service pro-
gram to deny service to some clients in order to use them as controls 
on others, but there are also very serious problems lying in the way 
of the usual assumption of comparability of groups. Not only is match-
ing on more than two or three variables seldom feasible, but we do not 
know enough about the factors influencing vocational rehabilitation 
to know what to match. A suggested alternative method-to use clients 
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as the1r "o\vn-control'' by studying them durin~ the period they \Vait 
to enter a service-is subject to other difficulties~ clients drop out during 
the waiting period, things happen to them during the \vaihng period, 
etc. An additional problem i!> that an expe1imental group may show 
differences from an untreated control group simply because some 
professional attention \vas paid to the former; \Ve are then not demon-
strating the value of the particular method, but merely that depnved 
people may benefit from any kind of attention paid to their problems 
Because of this dilemma, it has been suggested that \Ve ha' c to treat 
both experimentals and controls, but administer hvo kinds of treatment. 
We can then at least compare treatment methods. Of cours , \Ve 'vould 
have to be sure that one kind of treatment is not more efficacious for 
one kind of case than another-and this is often the moot point at issue. 
Nevertheless, despite these vel) difficult problems-and I have only 
indicated a fe,v of the dtfficulties surrounding conb·ol groups-\ve need 
control groups 1f \Ve are to have any confidence at all in the relative 
usefulness of rehab1htative methods. ~~ uch 'vork needs to be done in 
this area. 
In closing this section on "\Vhat 1'1 ethods Are Effective, I \vant to 
urge that I have picked three of the knottier problems. There are others 
of almost equal difficulty. I \vant no\v to discus the issue of cnteria of 
success. 
\VHAT ARE THE OUTCO ms? 
There is a real babel of tongues among rehabilitation services as to 
what are acceptable critena of success. One program \Vill accept only 
placement in the open labor market, another \Vill include sheltered 
work as an acceptable outcome. One 'veil-known rehabilitative 'vork-
shop uses two outcome criteria~ placed-not placed and maintenance of 
employment, both only in relation to the open labor market. In an 
effort to validate an employability scale this agency is developing, it is 
studying four different outcome criteria. There are many rehabilitation 
services which appear to close the1r cases when it is reported that a job 
placement has been made, with little attention being paid to whether 
the job was kept or not. Periods of follow-up, in various efforts, vary 
from a few months to two years, and there are some who argue ( espe-
cially where we are dealing with psychiatric patients) that follow-up 
should last five to ten years. Inadequacy of reporting is such that we 
cannot tell, in the case of some service programs, whether any follow-
up has been made or how long or intensive it was. 
In considering the entire question of the outcome of a rehabilitation 
process, there are a number of interrelated problems: ( 1) what should 
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be the criteria of success or failure; ( 2 ) how are these criteria to be 
estimated or measured; ( 3 ) what procedures shall we use to gather the 
requisite information; ( 4 ) what confidence can we have that the out-
come group is representative of the population served; ( 5 ) can we 
safely atliibute the results to the treatment offered; ( 6) what is the 
meaning of the changes found. In this paper I shall confine myself 
only to the issues of outcome criteria and the adequacy of follow-up. 
( 1 ) Criteria of success. Since we are all workers in the field of 
vocational rehabilitation, it has been taken for granted that the most 
desirable outcome of our efforts is that the client is enabled to find-
and hold-a job. We have, therefore, something of an advantage over 
our brother tillers in the vineyards of psychotherapy, in that we appear 
to have an objective criterion of success. After all, we do not have to 
worry about such subjective and difficult-to-judge things as ('reduced 
anxiety," "strengthened ego," or "increased mastery of the self'; all 
we have to do is to determine that a person who was persistently un-
employed prior to a rehabilitative process is now able to perform pro-
ductive \vork. Let me stress that I believe it is a great asset in our field 
that we possess an objective standard of appropriate vocational be-
havior. Nevertheless, some perplexing questions remain. Will any job 
do, or does it have to be commensurate with the work potential of the 
individual client? Will we accept only full employment, covering all 
12 months of a calendar year, or should we more realistically conclude 
that a handicapped person with marginal skills is first to be fired and 
last to be hired anyway, and that some employment is better than 
none? If the best we can do for a particular client is prepare him for 
permanent sheltered employment, is this a success or a failure? Fur-
thermore, as our sophistication increases, are we ready to accept a 
wider spectrum of vocational outcomes? If we enable a housewife to 
resume the duties of a homemaker, is this vocational rehabilitation? 
If we are able to arrest a deteriorative process in an older person by 
finding him volunteer work, is this a favorable outcome? The point 
is that we may be able to help people in a variety of ways, even where 
gainful employment is not a foreseeable goal. But we need to define 
our goals more concretely than is frequently the case now. 
( 2 ) Follow-up. Adequate follow-up is often the weakest and most 
troublesome aspect of rehabilitation programs. According to ~1axwell 
Jones, who surveyed rehabilitation agencies in Europe and America 
for the World I-Iealth Organization, ccno adequate follow-up inquiry 
has been done by the various centers and there is at present no way 
of testing the value of the different rehabilitation procedures em-
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ployed." While this quite strong statement was made seven years ago, 
and must be modified in the light of more recent work, it is a fact that 
the bulk of our programs spend most of their time and money on 
service, lea ing very little of either to evaluate the results of our efforts. 
This condition is in process of being corrected. I know that OVR is 
keenly interested in follow-up efforts and will support adequate studies. 
Even where we want to conduct an adequate follow-up and have 
the time and staff to carry it ou t, there are a number of problems of 
research design of which we should be aware. 
First there is the issue of at what interval or intervals follow-up 
should take place. Certainly, one year is not too long a time, and it 
might be desirable to make quarterly checks during the first year to 
see if we can detect any trends. 
Second, there is the issue of locating the sample to be followed. If 
we intend to follow-up all the cases, we can be sure that there will be 
some losses, and we want to guarantee that the cases we cannot locate 
are not such as to materially influence our results. If we intend to 
follow-up only a sample of the client population, we want to be sure 
that the sample is representative. W e must gain as much information 
on failures as on successes. 
Thirdly, we want to be sure that the follow-up activity itself does 
not influence the results. An inactive client may be stimulated to job-
seeking activity merely because he is seen by a follow-up worker. Or 
a client may demand further service and if it is extended to him this 
may diminish the clean-cut nature of the results. 
Fourthly, there is the question concerning whom to interview. The 
client? Family members? The employer? For different purposes, any or 
all of these might be desirable. 
Fifth, there is the issue of who does the following. Some experts feel 
that only mature and well-trained interviewers should carry out this 
function, since there are many pit-falls to be encountered. 
To conclude the issue of follow-up, I have a suspicion that we will 
only be able to settle on adequate criteria of success if we improve the 
quality of our follow-up surveys. There is still very meager information, 
in most cases, concerning what happens to people after they leave our 
programs. The dictum that accurate description is a prerequisite for 
any explanatory research is nowhere more evident than in the case of 
the outcome of our programs. 
III 
After this rather long tour through the areas of evaluative research 
that I consider crucial, it may be proper to ask where we stand. 
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It '-vill be noticeable that I have not bothered to distinguish between 
"pre-vocational" and "vocational." Perhaps this is because I cannot 
make too much sense of the distinction behveen these terms, perhaps 
because I hope that the discussion of the last two days will have clari-
fied the distinction, assum1ng one exists. I have, however, confined my 
remarks to those methodolog1es and services which seem to be implied 
by the definitions offered to the Conference by Gellman, Gorthy and 
11uthard. I have tried to consider the researchable problems in con-
nection w1th those ( hopefully ) more reality-oriented techniques \vith 
which we have, most recently, tried to supplement the traditional 
methods of teshng and counseling. 
I think I should also add that \Vhile the title of this paper refers to 
"vocational evaluation," I am assuming that my remarks refer just as 
well to "vocational training," again under the assumption that I am 
talking about the reality-oriented techniques. As a matter of fact, the 
line between these processes is shadowy, and we are most often doing 
both while we are ostensibly concentrating on one or the other. 
Having made this obeisance to conceptual clarity, let me again ask 
where we stand. 
In apprais1ng the status of research into the outcome of psycho-
therapy, Herzog offers a set of definitions which might be useful for 
us here. She suggests that there are three kinds or levels of evaluative 
research: 
( 1 ) Ulti1nate evaluation, \vhich provides "evidence of the degree 
to which the practice or service under examination helps the people 
it serves." Herzog contends that we are not yet ready for this kind of 
final research, that many questions need to be reformulated and 
sharpened before we can seek "ultimate" answers. 
( 2 ) Pre-evaluative 1·esearch; this is needed to clarify our under-
standing of what we are attempting to evaluate. It involves the attempt 
to obtain more precise definitions of diagno tic classifications, treat-
ment goals and methods so that we can have agreement as to what 
we are studying. 
( 3) Short-ter1n evaluation; this means gaining properly quali£ed 
answers to properly qualified questions about the effectiveness of treat-
ment or service by a specific agency . . . with a specified population. 
Such answers lack generality, of course, but they supply badly needed 
information which can ultimately contribute to more general state-
ments. 
I think that H erzog's definitions make a good deal of sense from the 
point of view of research strategy in our field. We certainly can proceed 
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along lines ( 2 ) and (3), even if ultimate evaluation of the effective-
ness of our methods must be deferred to some future time. In fact, 
what I have been describing as "'descriptive research" appears to be 
pretty much \vhat Herzog is referring to \Vhen she talks of pre-evalu-
ative and short-term research. It is this sort of consistent descriptive 
effort- \vhich allo\vs us to accumulate knowledge on whom we are 
trying to help, what \Ve are doing, and what are the outcomes of our 
efforts- that is the most pressing general research need in vocational 
rehabilitation. If tlus sounds like I am hoping for an ant-like empirical 
accumulation of facts as opposed to a broadly-conceived theoretical 
approach, I can only say that I have done my share of theorizing about 
vocational matters and do not Intend to stop. But the essential differ-
ence behveen scientific theor1z1ng and other forms of speculative ac-
tivity IS that the former requ1res that, sometime along the line, we 
test our theories against nature. \Ve have, for example, a theory that 
It \vill help a handicapped person to adJust to \VOrk if \Ve allo\v him to 
test the reality of \vhat It means to work in a contnved work situation. 
\Ve have a theory that work samples \VIll provide us \Vlth a better 
technique to evaluate vocational potential than IS afforded by inter-
viewing or testing. These hvo theon es flo\v fron1 a more general con-
ception that the closer \Ve come to grips 'vVith reahty, the more we will 
kno\v about it. Although beginnings have been made in the effort to 
test this conception, there are some very comphcated problems we 
must solve along the \vay. Thus we need a great deal of \vhat Herzog 
calls <'pre-evaluative" and <'short-term" research, what I have called 
descriptive research. 
If the moral of this sermon is properly drawn, we \vill hence forward 
pay a great deal ntore attention to three areas: ( 1) who, exactly, are 
our clients, ( 2 ) what, exactly, are the methods we are using; and ( 3) 
what, exactly, happens to people after they leave our programs? If we 
accumulate adequate information in these areas, \Ve \vill then be better 
able to draw inferences about such basic research issues as: what 
helps who, and how does it help. Finally, if I seem to be narrowing 
our research effort down to an intelligent kind of counting, I can only 
say that we must learn to count before we can reckon. 
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SUMMARY OF SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS 
A considerable amount of conference time was set aside for small 
group discussions. Prior to the conference a moderator and recorder 
was designated for each of the three discussion groups. Careful pro-
vision was made for the participants in each discussion group to include 
practitioners, teachers, researchers and administrators of pre-vocational 
programs so that varying points of view would be brought to bear on 
the key conference questions. 
Each discussion group was assigned the primary responsibility of 
directing its attention to the formulation of answers to two of the six 
key conference questions sent to all participants in advance of the 
conference. The questions are listed as a group on page 7 4. Below 
each question are summary statements regarding it, developed by the 
small groups. 
I. What progress has been made in more sharply defining the term 
pre-vocational? 
The pre-vocational unit is composed of many pieces-separate, yet 
bearing a relationship to the whole and to one another. The group did 
not wish to circumscribe ((pre-vocational" by a definition, nor did they 
suggest that it is undefinable, or better left undefined. The point did 
seem clear, however, that each rehabilitation setting has some respon-
sibility for defining the process within its own setting. 
In general these following points were developed: 
A. Theoretically · 
The idea "pre-vocational" functions within two processes: the learn-
ing-therapeutic process and the counseling process. In the first type, 
pre-vocational activities appear to bring about, through an undeter-
mined process, a change in patterns and habits. It becomes a special-
ized extension of experiences that non-handicapped people have and 
it permits the client or patient to have an opportunity to fail where the 
results of that failure are not catastrophic. 
In the latter type, it was generally agreed that pre-vocational is a 
non-definitive part of the counseling process, and the specific pre-
vocational activities are selected as needed through counseling. The 
client is helped to integrate that which he learns or experiences. He is 
followed by the counselors from the abstract to the concrete in a work 
situation which, in tum, is related to the real world of \Vork. 
1. One of the groups thought ''pre-vocational" a misleading and 
unfortunate label and suggested substitution of the term comprehen-
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sive rehabilitation evaluation. Others immediately objected to the 
substitute as being too broad and suggested that the ne\v label really 
described the total evaluative function of a rehabihtation center. They 
contended that the pre-vocational unit was properly a part of the 
vocational resources in a center and that as such contributed to the 
total evaluation of the client, but it was in no sense its equivalent. The 
group suggesting the change of label thought there are two ways of 
looking at "pre-vocational"~ 
a. As description of behavior from a developmental point of view: 
as the development and mastery of behaviors, skills, attitudes, etc , 
relevant to the life stage when preparation for employment IS appro-
priate. (This view focuses on the behavior of the individual. ) 
b. As a description of agency process and services for the deter-
mination of the next level and progression of services. These subse-
quent services usually follow a comprehensive integration of evalu-
ative information and the formulation of a rehabilitation goal or plan. 
2. The comprehensive rehabilitation evaluation process commonly 
includes all or any combination of the following depending upon the 
objectives of the agency. 
Evaluations of: 
a. Physical capacities 
b. Learning ability 
c. Aptitudes and specific skill potential 
d. Ability to achieve and maintain adequate social relationships 
e. Ability to meet demands of conditions of work, e.g., repetitive 
operations, pressures of production quotas, noise, etc 
During this process the object is to evaluate "the whole person" and 
to involve him actively. 
The comprehensive rehabilitation evaluation emphasizes assessment 
although assessment is not confined to this penod alone. It may also 
include direct or indirect ameliorative services. 
3. The purpose of the vocational unit is to assess the client's voca-
tional potential which is defined as: 
a. Aptitudes, skills, interests, and capacities 
b. Emotional adjustment to a work setting 
This unit should be an actual or simulated work setting defined by 
space, services and staff. There must be a basic physical unit and ex-
tensions for use of resources available locally or in the community. The 
unit should be staffed by at least one member who is competent in 
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vocational evaluation and may use other services in the community to 
help arri\ e at an assessment of vocational potential. 
B. Operationally 
For the most part, general agreement was achieved that "pre-voca-
tional'> involves the following: 
1. It is determined by the a) type of population (e.g., physically 
or emotionally handicapped ), b) needs of the individual, and c) 
services or equipment available in the facility. 
2. A goal is established ( through counseling). 
3. The pre-vocational activities are entered through various avenues: 
e.g., referral by the counselor or medical staff, or by returning to the 
facility from an unsatisfactory employment experience. 
4. Readmess of the client (or patient ) -an enter-withdraw pattern 
is occasionally necessary. 
5. It can be concei\ ed of in terms of guidance (i.e., leading to em-
ployment of a specific kind) or in terms of selection (i.e., leading to 
work, specialized treatment, or non-employment. ) 
6. It can be conceived of as a three-step procedure: a general broad 
evaluation and exploration, more specific, expert evaluation; vocational 
trairnng. (Often the pre-vocational activity 1n itself leads directly to 
placement.) 
7. In general: exploration, evaluation, personal adjustment, and work 
adjustment, constitute much of the process leading to placement. (A 
distinction made between personal and \Vork adjustment suggests the 
latter includes the former, except when employment is not the goal.) 
Each facility appears to have adapted the above points to its own 
organization. 
8. In addition, a possible research problem arises in considering the 
contribution of work adjustment to personal adjustment, i.e. the thera-
peutic value of work. As a corollary, the personal contribution of the 
counselor or evaluator to work adjustment may merit study. 
II. Can we obtain agreement on working definitions for the following 
terms: I ob sampling, work adjustment, tvork conditioning? 
Suggested definitions: 
]ob sample tests-These are controlled duplicates of work activities, 
designed to elicit behavior relative to potential for employment, that 
are performed in the fields of work usually in or near the clienfs 
community. 
Work adjustment-can be viewed as a goal and work conditioning as 
part of the process toward the attainment of this goal. 
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Work conditioning-The process a chent goes through to meet the de-
mands of industry or work, it may have psychological elements in it. 
III. What are the characteristics of a good pre-vocational evaluation 
system? 
A. In considering the characten stics of a good pre-vocational evalu-
ation system, a preamble statement \Vas formulated to emphasize the 
role of the chent. It was : "In the evaluative scheme of pre-vocational 
study, the client must be recognized as an Integral participant. It IS 
important that those who work with the handicapped be constantly 
aware of the fact that rehabilitation is not a process of doing something 
to a client but with a chent." 
The specific characten stics recommended include: 
1. The evaluation system should be reahty-on ented 
2. The evaluation system should be related to observed standards 
and requirements of competitive Industry 
3. The program should be geared, in breadth of coverage, to the 
potentials of chents and the work communities 
4. The evaluation should include factors which make up the "work 
personality" 
5. It should incorporate an organized system of recording and re-
porting client progress in areas of 1nedical, social, psychological 
and vocational information bearing on the client's work potential. 
B. The kinds or types of clients needing diagnostic and/ or amelio-
rative services are : 
1. The C(untried~', inexperienced or immature 
2. Those that are faced with the necessity of 1naking an occupational 
shift 
3. The vocationally maladjusted 
4. The apparently unemployable. 
These four classifications do not necessarily embrace all the clients 
that should undergo an evaluation. In practice, the experience and 
background of the individual counselor determines who is referred 
to the pre-vocational unit. 
C. Diagnostic or ameliorative activities associated with a pre-voca-
tional unit may include : 
1. Work experience 
2. Personal adjustment 
3. Work adjustment 
4. Counseling 
5. Physical conditionjng 
6. Basic academic skills-reading, arithmetic, and writing 
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7. \Vork training 
8. Evaluative procedures 
9. D evelopment of producbve speed to meet the demands of com-
petitive industry. 
There \Vas general agreement that some of these activities overlap 
into "vocational services," in varying degree, but could rightfully be 
classified under the heading of pre-vocational activities. It was also 
agreed that some of the techruques or procedures are primarily diag-
nostic and some primanly ameliorative, but for practical purposes 
these factors cannot be separated. 
All diagnostic or ameliorative activities are not reqillfed by every 
chent, and every pre-vocational program is not geared to provide 
service in all areas. 
D. Consideration \vas given to specific types of diagnostic or amelio-
rative activities that should be considered minimal in the pre-voca-
tional urut in a Hill-Burton facility. The suggested minimum included 
counseling and evaluative procedures. The term evaluative procedures 
refers to techniques supplementary to those traditionally offered by 
counselors and psychologists (e.g. job samples) . 
IV. To wlzat extent have research projects rruzde a contribution to pre-
vocational programming? 
A. Exploratory research has resulted in the development of the pre-
liminary techniques and practices which are being utilized in the 
diverse pre-vocational programs in practice today. There is a need for 
more cross validation of the research findings, and the incorporation 
of new knowledge in the on-going programs. 
B. These specific recommendations were made: 
1. Research centers for rehabilitation, on a regional or sectional 
basis, should be encouraged for the purpose of supplying con-
sultation and assistance to institutions having minimal research 
resources. 
2. Conferences should be held regularly to b1ing together the re-
searchers and practitioners who have leadership responsibility 
in the pre-vocational area. 
3. The Office of Vocational Rehabilitation should arrange a confer-
ence in the near future on research methodology and technique. 
No specific recommendations as to research priority were sug-
gested. 
V. What should be the future goals for research in this area and what 
specific line of inquiry should be encouraged? 
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The following topics were listed as research needs: 
A. The assessment of the value of the particular pre-vocational sys-
tem \vith reference to~ 
1. The predictive value of decisions that must be made about a 
particular population. 
2. The type of setting. 
3. The role or contribution of the face-to-face evaluator in the pre-
vocational evaluation process. 
4. The cost, relative to the particular population, of the system. 
B. The extent a specific work sample can be sho\vn to predict suc-
cess throughout a JOb fam1ly 
C. Appropriate techniques and methods to evaluate effectiveness 
of any rehabilitation activity, particularly pre-vocational. 
D. What is the role of a state vocational rehabilitation counselor in 
relationship to a rehabilitation facihty with a pre-vocational unit? Is it 
changing? If so, in what direction? In what direction should the change 
occur? 
E. What are the differences In the kind of clients seen as needing 
pre-vocational services by the state V.R. counselor, the insurance 
carriers, other community agencies, and the pre-vocational evaluators? 
F. What are the problems that limit adequate use of the pre-voca-
tional services by the rehabilitation facility, the various purchasers or 
referral sources, and the client? 
G. What is the value of the application of pre-vocational services 
to the mentally ill, the mentally retarded, and the epileptic with special 
reference to location, e.g., the institution, community facility, etc.? 
H. Which is more effective, within a facility or community, the 
single disability or multiple disability approach? 
I. To what extent can success in a pre-vocational unit be predicted 
on the basis of psycho-social-biographical data (e.g., the family atti-
tude toward work ). 
J. Development and testing of criteria of work adjustment, specif-
ically directed toward determining the unique contribution of the 
pre-vocational services in the changes presumably in the patient in 
the total rehabilitation process. 
K. The study of the factor of patient "readiness" in the whole re-
habilitation process, specifically relating to pre-vocational. 
L. General recommendations 
It was suggested: 
1. That this conference be repeated at a later date with the same 
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individuals now participating for the purpose of evaluating the 
effect of this conference. 
2. That O.V.R. investigate the possibilities of establishing an 
effective means of collecting and disseminating descriptions of 
the \Vork and progress of the various existing pre-vocational 
programs. 
VI. Which findings of this workshop should be incorporated in our 
training programs? 
A. Mr. Martin ~1oed's formal paper should be made available to all 
rehabilitation related training programs as essentially describing the 
state of the art (pre-vocational). 
B. It was also suggested that the fotn1al papers of this conference, 
the short program reports (as edited), the findings of the discussion 
groups (as edited) and a brief comment regarding the setting of the 
conference be published and disseminated. 
C. The development and publication of a directory of existing pre-
vocational programs was also urged. 
• 
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APPENDICES 
Program Descriptions Presented at the Conference 
The conference Planning Committee selected the facilities which 
were invited to describe their pre-\ ocational programs to the meeting. 
Summary descriptions were submitted and duplicated prior to the 
conference. As the conference program indicates . each facihty had 
about 40 minutes to present the highlights of their program. Several 
had slides to accompany their talks and one brought some sample pre-
vocational tasks with him. The following reports reflect only the papers 
submitted by the facilities and do not incorporate any of the dis-
cussions arising from these presentations. All of the reports \vere edited 
with the object of presenting a fairly comprehensive picture of the 
activity within certain space limits. Readers who wish to know more 
detail regarding a particular program should write directly to the 
sponsoring rehabilitation facility . 
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THE TOWER SYSTEM 
The Tower System for Determining the Vocat1onal Potential 
of Handicapped Persons 
lnst1tute for the Crippled and Disabled 
New York, New York 
"TOWER" stands for ((Testing, Orientation and Work Evaluation in 
Rehabilitation." The TOvVER ystem was originated and developed 
by the Institute for the Crippled and Disabled and is now in wide use 
throughout the United States and in several other countries. 
TOWER is a system of reality testing which utilizes the work sample 
in a simulated work environment. TOWER may be used alone or in 
conjunction with standardized aptitude test batteries. TOWER's util-
ization of scientifically evolved and tested work tasks, and its simula-
tion of work conditions, makes it particularly useful for evaluating the 
vocational potential of handicapped persons. 
Range of Evaluation 
At present, The TOWER System consists of 13 broad areas of voca-
tional evaluation. They are : Clerical, Drafting, Drawing, Electronics 
Assembly, Jewelry Manufacturing, Leathergoods, Lettering, Mail 
Clerk, Optical Mechanics, Receptionist, Sewing Machine Operating, 
Workshop Assembly and Welding. Each one of these areas of testing 
applies to a number of related occupations. The 13 areas of testing 
total more than 100 individual work tasks or tests. For each one of 
these there are specific qualitative and quantitative criteria which have 
been developed in accordance with the industrial requirements to 
which the testing areas relate. The vocational evaluator who adminis-
ters the Tower System is provided, where appropriate, with transpar-
ent plastic scoring aids and other devices to facilitate his determina-
tion of client performance levels. Also where appropriate, the TOWER 
System includes response sheets for client use. 
Components of TOWER System 
Physically, the TOWER System is organized into three major com-
ponents. One is a book entitled ((Testing, Orientation and Work Evalu-
ation in Rehabilitation" which sets forth the theory and evolution of 
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vocational evaluation and 1ts integration in comprehensive rehabilita-
tion. This book also describes the organ1zation, administration, physi-
cal p!ant, judgment of client performance and record keeping for the 
TO\VER System. The second component is a looseleaf Evaluator's 
Manual which contains copies of all TOvVER tests, response sheets 
and criteria, together \vith the plastic scoring aids, general orientation 
for the Evaluator and detailed descriptions of the employment possi-
bilities related to each category of testing. The third component is a 
specially designed one-drawer file cabinet which contains multiple 
copies of tests, response sheets and related items for client use Space 
is also provided in the TO\VER file cabinet for the maintenance of 
records and examples of chent's past performance. 
Use of the TOWER System 
The TOWER System is designed for use by a vocational evalua-
tion unit which may function e1ther as an integrated part of a rehabil-
itation center program or as a separate entity. In either case, the re-
sults achieved through the use of the TO\VER System may be apphed 
in establishing vocational and related phases of a client's rehabilitation 
either witbjn the rehabilitation center or through the utilization of 
other resources within the community. The TOWER System func-
tions best when used by a vocational evaluation unit \vithin a voca-
tionally oriented center; that is, one which takes the initial view in 
each client's case that ultimate vocational goals should be established. 
Vocational evaluation through the use of the TOWER System then 
either confirms the appropriateness of an ultimate goal, indicates the 
advisability of establishing a less ambitious goal, or points up the in-
advisability of having the client pursue a vocational objective. 
Mter suitable orientation by the evaluator, the client is issued the 
first in a series of TOWER tests. The work task involved is explained 
to him. He is provided with the necessary tools, equipment and mate-
rials and shown to an appropriate work area within the evaluation unit 
to do the work required. Upon completion, the client is provided with 
the next test in the category he has undertaken, this one calling for 
application of the techniques involved in the first test as well as addi-
tional and somewhat more advanced requirements. Through the use 
of qualitative and quantitative criteria, his performance is evaluated 
in terms of the finished product and in terms of his personality and 
work characteristics as observed by the evaluator. The client completes 
as many work tasks in each TOWER testing category as are within his 
capacities. The evaluator uses his discretion as to the number and 
nature of TOWER testing categories applied to each client, taking 
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into account the chent's disability, aptitude, the availability of train-
ing, and local labor market conditions. The average time requirement 
for evaluating a chent' s vocational potential through use of the TOW-
ER System is three weeks. Upon conclusion, a standardized vocational 
evaluation report, includ1ng summary and recommendations, is pre-
pared and circulated to rehabilitation personnel concerned with the 
client's case. This report serves as a basis for the evaluator's recom-
mendations regarding the client's vocational future. 
Frequently, the TOvVER evaluation area serves as a chnicallabora-
tory for medical, psychosocial, and other vocational rehabilitation 
personnel to observe the capabilities and lirmtations of handicapped 
persons as they are revealed in \VOrk situations. 
Other Tests Under Development 
The Institute for the Crippled and Disabled is currently engaged in 
the development of additional categories of evaluation as part of its 
TOWER System. These will reflect the expansion of employment op-
portunities for the handicapped and progress in treatment and training 
services for the disabled which will enable them to attain higher levels 
of vocational achievement. 
TOWER Training 
The Institute for the Crippled and Disabled conducts five-week train-
ing courses for vocational evaluators in the use of the TOWER System. 
To be eligible for this training, a person must have a specific assign-
ment with an established agency or facility for the conduct of a voca-
tional evaluation program. U.S. Government grants and stipends cov-
ering tuition and certain other costs related to attending these courses 
are available to citizens of the United States. Enrollees who are citizens 
of other countries are required to pay costs of tuition, transportation, 
living expenses and a complete unit of the TOWER System. The 
course tuition fee is $150.00. 
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CEREBRAL PALSY WORK CLASSIFICATION 
AND EVALUATION PROJECT 
I nst1tute for the Cnppled and Dtsabled 
New York, New York 
Off1ce of Vocattonal Rehabdt tatton Research and Demonstration 
Demonstration and Research Goals 
Demonstration: To deal in a pracbcal fashion \vith the immediately 
pressing vocational problems of the cerebral palsied adult awaiting 
service. To attempt to establish a standardized operating procedure 
designed for the observation and evaluation of each individual in a 
work setting \vhich would be of practical value to other communities 
throughout the country. 
Research: To start developing a broad work classification system 
based on the individual's generalized motor organization, including 
hand and finger control, VlSual motor coordination, c;peech, special 
senses, intelligence, emotional functioning, and vocational pedorm-
ance in the work setting. 
Procedures 
The Cerebral Palsy Work Classification and Evaluation Project is 
a coordinated community effort. The evaluation lasts seven weeks; the 
hours are 9:15 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., five days per week. In addition to 
vocational evaluation, each client receives a complete medical, psycho-
logical, and speech examination. One of the parents is also seen at the 
beginning of the evaluation period and at least once more during the 
seven weeks. At the conclusion of evaluation, a case conference is held. 
Vocational Evaluation: The work sample technique is the principal 
method of assessing vocational performance. Jobs duplicated in the 
evaluation unit include activities found in the clerical, semi-skilled, 
unskilled, and service occupations. There are over 100 work samples 
which are directly related to trades taught in vocational schools or 
specific jobs available within the community. Standards for achieve-
ment are based on expected performance of paid entry workers, 
opinions of experts, and judgments of the evaluators. 
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Staff: The evaluation staff consists of two vocational counselors who 
have had considerable job placement experience with the handicapped. 
Ten clients are evaluated together on a class basis. 
Follow-up Findings 
Follow-up data from 168 clients has been secured. After completing 
the evaluation, 66% were referred for direct placement or vocational 
training and 34% were found to be unable to function in competitive 
employment. 
Of the 111 found to have potential for competitive employment, 47% 
were employed for three months or more, earning $1.00 or more per 
hour. Nineteen are doing unskilled work, 11 are doing semi-skilled 
work, and 16 are doing clerical work. (One client is employed in sales.) 
Twenty-eight of the 111 did not find, or hold a job, for three months 
or more. 
Research Findings 
An attempt was made to determine which of 32 variables would be 
significantly related to employability of the participating clients. Gait, 
transportation, vocational adjustment, hand,vriting, activities of daily 
living in O.T. and P.T., and three jaw chuck for large and fine material 
were related to employability at the 5% level of probability. Sex, the 
ability to pack glass frames, and the ability to place pins quickly 
showed a tendency to be related to employability. 
Further Research and Demonstration Suggested by the Experiences 
of the Project 
Experience with the Cerebral Palsy population has suggested the 
need to experiment with two types of rehabilitation programs. They 
are in the areas of vocational planning with children and sheltered 
workshop planning. The techniques developed in the prototype are 
being duplicated in six other cities. 
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TRAINlNG CENTER AND WORKSHOP 
-
Associetion for the HELP of Retarded Children, Inc. 
116 East 27th Street, New York 16, N.Y. 
Project Obfectives 
1. To discover and describe the major factors inhibiting success in the 
rehabilitation of mentally retarded young adults. 
2. To discover and provide services necessary to overcome these 
factors. 
3. To try to develop procedures whereby we may b~ able to predict 
the degree of success that we may expect in the rehabilitation of 
mentally retarded young adults. 
4. To discover and cope with the problems that may be peculiar to 
the operation of a sheltered workshop for the mentally retarded 
Population 
Mentally retarded young adults of both sexes, minimum age of 17, 
maximum IQ of 75. The project serves 60 to 70 young adults ( trainees) 
at any one time and about 100 each year. Our sample represents a 
population of those retardates residing in the community who require 
vocational rehabilitation services m preparation for a) competitive 
employment, or b) sheltered employment. 
Procedures 
Since our major project objectives involve the obtaining of empirical 
findings, our primary method is the study of our sample with respect 
to their characteristics at admission, during the course of the rehabilita-
tion program, and after leaving the workshop. 
Services of the workshop program are designed to elicit, stimulate, 
reinforce, and integrate those adult behaviors relevant for personal, 
social, and vocational competence. Assisting the individual to achieve 
and sustain optimum levels of functioning is the over-all objective. 
Services include: 
1. Admission and intake: for determination of eligibility, pre-
liminary assessment of trainee, family, social, medical, educa-
tional, vocational history. 
2. Evaluation: a seven-week period including try-out on standard-
ized work samples, experience on paid \Vork, psycholog1cal evalu-
ation, directed observation to provide diagnostic aids for indi-
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vidual programming. Try-outs include bench assembly tasks, 
floor work, packing and receiving, porter, messenger, bus boy, etc. 
3. Training : this is essentially personal adjustment training via 
paid work activities to develop or modify work habits, attitudes, 
self-concept, motivation, interpersonal relations, etc. Specific vo-
cational training is provided in porter, messenger, and bus boy 
activities to enhance employability of those trainees who have 
potential for competitive employment. 
4. Placement service in both sheltered and competitive employment 
is provided by a \VOrkshop staff member, the rehabilitation coun-
selor, \vho carrie the primary responsibility but also uses existing 
community resources. 
5. Follow-up: this is an active, preventive approach. It continues as 
long as the need exists and is designed to anticipate and uncover 
JOb adJustment problems before they become critical. 
Findings 
1. The most significant, general finding has been the demonstration 
of the efficacy of the sheltered workshop as a rehabilitation facility 
for our client group and for the state rehabilitation service. 
2. About one-third of all state rehabilitation referrals (non-terminal 
trainees) have been placed in competitive employment after an 
average stay in the workshop of about one year. 
3. Long-term to terminal trainees have improved their levels of func-
tioning as indicated by increasing earnings, usefulness and accept-
ability in the home, improved interpersonal relations, more appro-
priate and adult behaviors, etc. · 
4. A model for a sheltered workshop has been developed which serves 
as a guide to other communities, state rehabilitation programs, and 
parents associations. 
Pre-Vocational Evaluation 
In working with the mentally retarded young adult any distinction 
between pre-vocational and vocational evaluation and training tends 
to become blurred. Since deficiencies in so many areas of functioning 
characterize our trainees our evaluation procedures have been devel-
oped accordingly. For example, we must be as concerned with the 
individual's self-concept, his self-care activities, travel skills, etc., as 
we are with his manual dexterity, reading ability, measured intelli-
gence, etc. We are interested primarily in assessment of total function-
ing and in improving the level of total functioning so that distinctions 
between pre-vocational and vocational are of minor significance for 
our population. Our experience has indicated, ho\vever, the impor-
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tance of the home and school, particularly in developing those trainee 
attitudes and behaviors which are pertinent to vocational adjustment. 
Research Needs 
The eA-periences of the project to date have pointed to the need for 
further exploration of: 
1. Methods of determining maximum and optimum levels of func-
tioning of mentally retarded young adults. 
2. Development of categories of work activities and operations 
suitable for retardates. 
3. Development of traintng methods geared to individual differ-
ences. 
4. Refinement of diagnostic, evaluation, and prognostic methods 
and procedures. 
5 Determination of optimum time periods of training . 
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE VOCATIONAL POTENTIALS OF 
HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC DISABILITIES 
Sheltered Workshop Research ProJect 
Department of Physical Medtcine and Rehabilitation 
Htghland V1ew Cuyahoga County Hosp1tal 
Cleveland, Ohio 
The Research Grant 
The Highland Shop research project is a five-year investigation 
whose major financial support comes from funds made available by 
the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation. Partial supplementary financial 
aid also derives from Cuyahoga County, Ohio. 
The general purposes of the research are to investigate the degree 
to which and the conditions under \vhich the severely disabled chron-
ically ill can be vocationally productive within the setting of a shel-
tered work situation. Four ma1or research objectives have been defined: 
1) To discover those individual characteristics of our clients which 
further vocational rehabilitation-factors of intelligence, aptitudes, 
emotionality, physical capacity and social history, 2) To discover those 
business practices which further vocational rehabilitation-practices 
involving business contacts with commercial industry, methods of or-
ganization of production as a sheltered shop, and personnel practices 
with severely handicapped workers; 3) To conduct research in the 
training of both professional personnel and rehabilitation clients in 
order to further the total vocational rehabilitation process; 4) To im-
prove the efficiency of services to the client so as to further the general 
process of rehabilitation-services of an evaluating, consulting, train-
ing, and coordinating nature. These broad objectives are distinct only 
for purposes of presentation; in practice, they are of necessity over-
lapping and interdependent. 
The methods of data-collection which are used in achieving these 
research objectives range from the observational methods of the field 
study to the objective data-gathering of the controlled experiment. 
Wherever possible, quantitative methods of analysis are used, but data 
are not thrown away simply because they may not be susceptible to 
quantitative analysis. 
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Population Served · 
The group includes in-patients whose major diagnostic classifica-
tions were hemip!egia, fractures, amputation, paraplegia, and alcohol-
ism. They range in age from 18 to 88 years with a mean of 53.54 and 
have an education mean of 8.00 years with a range of 0 to 18 years. 
On the occupational dimension, their former JObs range from unskilled 
labor to the professions, the vast maJority of them falling into the un-
skilled category. Other typical charactenstics include loose family 
organization, financial support from a welfare program, and intellec-
tual capacity in the dull-normal to low average range. 
Services Provided 
The sheltered workshop provides employment from industrial sub-
contracts only. The work areas are organized so as to facilitate shop 
placement according to abilities. Although transitional and terminal 
employment are offered, most of the clients are candidates for the 
latter. Other services include counseling, JOb evaluation, research eval-
uation, screening for community agency referral, and lirnited industrial 
placement. 
Significance of Project to "Pre-Vocationar' Evaluations 
We think that in thts setting all evaluations used in determining 
vocational goals are in fact vocational evaluatzons. The workshop pro-
gram is such that clients are selected and classified for various indus-
trial activities with respect to ability. It has been possible to conduct 
this program as a result of research findings on the work sample ap-
proach. On the basis of these findings, we have been able to use a 
battery of individually administered tests to select clients for a vanety 
of vocational endeavors in both sheltered and competitive employment. 
Summary of Research 
During the early part of the project the research naturally was 
largely exploratory in nature. 
One of the earliest reports of the research dealt with the prediction 
of shop performance of the severely handicapped. It was discovered 
that the quality of the work performed In the shop was somewhat 
related to the inteiiectual status and perceptual-motor behavior of the 
clients. Quantity of work was not found to be significantly related to 
these factors but was assumed to be more affected by motivational 
(variables). 
A Guidance Test Class Unit was also established This unit, based 
primarily upon samples of actual jobs, was designed to measure dif-
ferent aspects of the work~ the ability to learn, the ability to produce, 
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visual-perceptual organization and \Vork habits. l'otal performance 
on these statistically treated tasks \Vas correlated \Vith quantified rat-
ings of job performance. The resulting coefficient \\'as highly significant 
and indicated that the scoring of clients' \vork capacities was possible 
by objective methods. 
A study was undertaken to investigate the relationship between in-
telligence and some aspects of manual functioning as found in this 
physically handicapped population. This study was prompted by ear-
lier findings which suggested a significant relationship between these 
variables in our population although in non-disabled groups non-sig-
nificant results are usually found. The findings of this study indicated 
that when relatively pure measures of manual skill are utilized, manual 
functioning is not correlated \VIth intelligence. 
In order to reduce the time and expense in the vocational processing 
of chents the Thon1asat, a performance scale designed to evaluate 
psychomotor skills, was devised. The test \vas desi~ned to appraise 
eye-hand coorchnahon, the abihty to grasp, hold, stabilize and manipu-
late objects according to SIZe, color and shape; and tactile discrimina-
tion. These functions were found to be important in the ratings of 
work performance and related to other measures of intellectual and 
motor behavior. Hence, this test eliminated the Guidance Test Class. 
In addition, the Thomasat was used to investigate the possibility of 
differential performance between t\vo groups of patients \VIth hemi-
plegia and a group without dtagnosed organic pathology. \:Yithin the 
limits investigated, the groups \Vere not different. The interaction of 
visual organization and motor action in learning ne\v functions ap-
pears to be affected by those psychomotor skills which show malfunc-
tion due to the hemiplegia and those affected by deterioration due to 
aging. Within a similar conteA.t, preliminary work \Vas begun on in-
vestigating the character of age changes with respect to simple and 
complex motor functions. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF WORK SAMPLING TESTS AT 
MAY T. MORRISON CENTER 
San Franc1sco, California 
Work sampling test~ have been used to supplement the information 
already available, to supply addttional information specifically needed; 
to pinpoint a recommendation as to training, work experience or place-
ment. 
For clients referred for \Vork sampling we usually have pre-admission 
information covering factual information as to name, address, age, 
etc.; medical history, phystcal d1sabibties, and social, educational and 
\'OCational histories. In some cases the results of psychological and 
psychometnc testing may also be available, and also the recommenda-
tions of an evaluation team. 
Prelimzruzry Survey 
In an effort to concentrate first on job areas where tests were most 
needed we made a study of current hiring in the area by occupational 
groups using data furnished by the California State Deparltnent of 
Education. 
In our study such figures \vere broken down into individual occupa-
tions and for each occupation we considered whether it was one in 
which we would be likely to be having handicapped worker~ for evalua-
tion. 
Three General Approaches 
In setting up work sampling tests we followed one of three general 
approaches. The first involved a study of each job to isolate the various 
abilities required and then providing tests for each separate ability or 
trait. The second was to simulate the job in a test combining all traits, 
abilities, and skills required for it in one test. The third was related 
to needs for special information in such areas as response to repetitio~ 
learning curve, work tolerance, frustration tolerance, etc. Each of these 
three approaches has been followed in setting up some of our various 
work tests. 
In following the first approach, we find for a certain job that abilities 
A, B, and C are required. Therefore, we set up a test to find out if the 
client has ability A; a test to find out whether he has ability B; and 
another test to find out whether he has ability C. We think these tests 
can be used for a great variety of jobs. The test for ability B, for in-
stance, can be used to test this client in combination with A and C for 
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this job, somebody else in combination with F and G for some other 
job. Since each test is meant to assess a particular ability, we attempt 
to exclude from it any material which calls for other abilities. 
The second approach is to combine in one test all of the traits that 
are needed for a job. If you 're going to have a person do filing work, 
for instance, what are all the traits that are involved? The client must 
be able to \valk, to stand on her feet, to handle cards, to reach up into 
files; some physical traits and some mental traits. You can set up a work 
sampling test tha t will combine all of these things and give her this one 
test, and if she passes this test you know she is probably going to work 
out on this job. But \vhat a different philosophy from the other. So this 
method invoh es testing of skills, too. The other method should not 
involve testing of skills. 
The third approach is follo\ved \vhen it is necessary to find some 
special qualification that is necessary, for instance, ho\v does this per-
son react to monotony 1n his work? H o\v does this person learn by 
repetition? Doe he take a little quick jump in the beginning and then 
improve no rnore or does he gradually keep improving and improving? 
By such observation you can learn a great deal about what's going to 
happen to this person on the job . So, many of our \vork sampling tests 
call for timings not simply at the beginning and ending, but also in-
clude a ~eries of timings throughout the \vhole test. Some of the tests 
are set up to pro\ ide quite a long period of work, very different from 
an ordinary work sampling test which is compressed into fifteen or 
twenty minutes. In addition, we may need to test how this person will 
stand up under frustration and emotional strain. 
The Importance of uExplanation" 
In every Test Kit instructions are given to the evaluator ( test ad-
ministrator ) as to what explanation is to be made to the client. These 
instructions explicitly describe the test materials, the procedures and 
methods the client is to use, and the limits of the help the evaluator 
may give the client. 
The N eed to T each a " fl.tethocl" 
Early in our study it became clear that small differences in the 
method followed by client could make significant differences in the 
time taken and the resulting score or rating. \V e found that if we 
allowed the client to determine for himself the method to be followed, 
high ratings would go to those clients who were more ingenious in 
setting up efficient methods, and in the case of most of the tests we 
were not trying to measure ingenuity. To avoid this error we provided, 
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wherever necessary, to teach a "method", giving detailed instntction , 
motion by motion, as to the method to be followed . 
(
4Norm'' the Basis of Comparison 
To start using the tests right awa}, ,,.e had to find some way to estab-
lish the basis of comparison without reference to any accumulation of 
records. We therefore used the well established concept of the Indus-
trial or ~1ethods Engineer that there is a fairly well defined rate of 
production that may be variously labeled "standard production," "task 
performance," "levelled performance," or in a number of other ways, 
which represents the average performance of good \Vorkers adequately 
trained for the work performed. 
With norms set this way we express relation to norms as "Percentage 
of Norm Rating." Thus actual production rate divided by normal pro-
duction rate gives c'Percentage of orm Rating." It must be realized 
that with the norm based on high performance rates attained in 
repetitive production, it is not expected that even a good client would 
show a 100% rating the first time a JOb test is performed, because there 
has been no time for achieving a rhythm and working up speed. There-
fore, on many tests a percentage of norm rating of 70 or even 60 or 50 
may be a very good rating for that test. We therefore never gi\ e out 
the raw rating figures in our reports on a client, but rather interpret 
test results adjectively as sho\ving good or excellent, promising, poor 
or unsatisfactory performance. 
In summation we would urge anyone \vho plans to set up a system 
of work-sampling tests to keep in mind the following considerations. 
1. Tests should be provided only \vhere available tests are not 
adequate. 
2. Care should be taken to guard against test results being aflccted 
by factors other than the one for which the test is designed. 
3. Tests should be related to the performance requirements of com-
petitive industry if that is where it is hoped clients w11l be placed. 
4. Care should be taken to guard agatnst misinterpretation of test 
scores by persons not familiar \VIth their true significance. 
Finally, we feel it is important to warn that setting up a battery of 
accurate and significant tests is an undertaking calling for skill, 1nuch 
time, and expense; a task that should not be undertaken without first 
counting the cost. 
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THE VOCATIONAL ADJUSTMENT CENTER PROGRAM 
I. Program Goals 
Jew1sh Vocational Serv1ce 
1 South Frankl1n 
Chicago, Illinois 
The main objective of the Vocational AdJustment Center is to facili-
tate the transition to employment of vocationally handicapped per-
sons suffering from emotional, mental, physical, or social disability. 
This is achieved by a workshop which adheres closely to factory con-
ditions and regulations of work routine but, importantly, is modified 
so that work serves as a diagnostic tool for our rehabilitation staff and 
as a therapeutic milieu for handicapped clients. The program empha-
sizes the development of the client's adjustment to "vork by overcom-
ing the "psychological barriers" which in an individually significant 
way prevent him from assuming the role of an acceptable \Vorker. 
II. Clients Served 
Clients accepted by the Vocational Adjustment Center are extremely 
marginal workers in terms of the current labor market, and usually are 
considered unemployable by vocational guidance, placement, or re-
habilitation agencies. Their unemployment is associated with a diver-
sity of presenting problems: those \vhich are non-vocational in origin 
such as the mental retardations, epilepsies, physical disabilities, and 
emotional disorders and those presenting problems which have some 
degree of vocational autonomy with respect to vocational accultura-
tion, interpersonal relationships, and vocational patterns. 
III. Procedures and Operations 
1. Intake. In addition to obtaining medical and social information 
from referral agencies, the following steps are taken: 
( 1) Intake interviews on all prospective clients and family mem-
bers, where advisable, are conducted by a rehabilitation coun-
selor assigned to this function. A case history and the coun-
selor's form of the CJVS Rating Scale of Employability is pre-
pared. 
( 2) Testing of all clients includes as a minimum the W AIS, the 
Wiele Range Achievement Test, the Purdue Pegboard, and the 
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Rorschach and/ or selected TAT p1ctures. A clinical appraisal 
of the client's mental status is made, and the results are sum-
marized 011 the psychologist's form of the CJVS Rating Scale 
of Employability. 
3) A staff conference of interested parties plans each client's VAC 
program. 
2. 'Vorkshop Structure and Procedures 
( 1) Induction and orientation is carried out on ~1ondays to start 
the \.Vorking \veek ( 8.30 a.m.- 3:15 p.m., ·Ionday through 
Thursday, 8~30 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. on Friday; a fifteen-minute 
morning break, and a half-hour period for lunch). 
l 2) The program consists of a rn.~o-week diagnostic period, followed 
by an eight-week therapeutic penod. Extensions are possible. 
Clients are terminated after hvo \Veeks or an initial adjustment 
period of six '-" eeks if they are considered employable, or if 
further progress toward the goal of employment is deemed un-
likely. 
( 3) Salary is at the rate of 50c per hour during the first two weeks 
with regular increments thereafter so that a top of 75c is 
earned during the last four weeks. 
( 4) The V AC has a maximum capacity of 23-25 clients; and a client 
supervisor ratio of about 5~ 1. 
( 5) The staff consists of. Supervisor, A 'lsistant Supervisor, 4 Fore-
men, 2 Rehabilitation Counselors, 1 Clinical Psychologist, a 
Secretary, and a Stock and Shipping Clerk. 11inimal require-
ments for professional staff, including foremen, is a master's 
degree in one of the social sciences. 
( 6) Staff conferences for evaluation and planning are conducted by 
the rehabilitation team for each client at bi-weekly intervals 
A meeting of the foremen and shop supervisor is held after each 
workday to plan the production line-up for the next day. 
( 7) Each client has one foreman to whom he is responsible. The 
foreman serves in an industrial capacity and manages only the 
client's reahty problems of working. However, the foremen do 
assume consistent roles which provide different forms of super-
vision for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. 
{ 8) Each client has a rehabilitation counselor who does the intake, 
sees the client once a week, and cames out job placement ac-
tivities and a one-year follow-up. 
( 9) The V AC is a social situation In which supervision, type of 
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task, group and co-\vorker relationships are controlled or varied 
for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes 
IV. Results 
1. Predictions of the employability of handicapped persons \vhich 
are based upon the V AC are moderately accurate. 
2. We have the strong impression from our clinical evaluations and 
from our follo\v-up studies that clients change in degree (i.e, a 
lessening of anxiety, an increase in confidence, a quieting of af-
fects, a rene\val of object relationships ) though their personality 
sbucture remains the same. '1oreover, clinically at least, these 
positive changes are often associated \vith later job success 
3. Using a reasonable criteria of successful rehabilitation \Ve have 
consistently found that the V AC leads to the employment of 
40-60% of its clients 
\ 1• Significance for Pre-Vocational Evaluation 
1. The V AC is an OVR prototype pro1ect and the same or srmilar 
programs are being instituted throughout the country and abroad. 
2 This type of \VOrkshop is versatile and is being adapted for spe-
cial groups ( 1.e., the aged, retardates, psychotics, etc ) . 
3. A shift IS occurring in evaluation \vhich is bed to the meaning 
of \vork comn1itments, as \veil as the traditional approach via 
aptitudes and skills. 
VI. Research and De1nonstration Needs 
A new area of research and demonstration, utilizing productive \Vork 
as its core for both chagnostic and therapeutic purposes, is being ex-
plored at Chicago JVS. Some research needs suggested by our work 
are. 
1. Demonstration of other applications of the V AC. 
2. Continued studies of \Vork as therapy and its relationship to 
other therapeutic procedures. As a first step, process studies 
could be encouraged. 
3. Analysis of relationship behveen personality structure and dy-
namics and work adjustment. 
4. Studies of the relationship of the fam1ly to productive activities 
of its members; the problem of roles. 
5. Further analysis of criteria by means of which we support all of 
our research designs. 
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Summary Descriptions Submitted and Distributed at the Conference 
The planning committee reviewed the list of current OVR research 
and demonstration projects to select those \Vhich should be invited to 
submit summary descriptions to the conference. Each facility was re-
quested to prepare a three-page description of their pre-vocational 
program. The materials submitted were duplicated for the conference 
participants, but it \Vas decided to abstract them for inclusion in this 
report. ivlore complete statements and related materials can be secured 
on request from any of the facilities represented belo\v. 
Goodwill Industries of Greater Kansas City 
Occupational Train1ng Center for Mentally Retarded Adults 
The chief purpose of the project is to demonstrate Hthe feasibility of 
preparing mentally retarded young adults for gainful employment 
through means t.ncluding a sheltered workshop." The clients who re-
ceive serv1ce m this project are referred by the D.V.R. and are evalu-
ated as to intellectual level, academic achievement, social maturity. 
vocational aptitudes, work tolerance, ability to socialize and ability to 
perform in specific JOb operations. These factors in a single, compre-
hensive report are then transmitted to the appropriate D V.R. coun-
selors with recommendations as to training necessary and other services 
which may be needed. 
. Training is divided into 1) personal adjustment training, 2) general 
skills, 3) specific skills, and 4) on-the-job training. In addition to these 
training programs the total program includes: social casework, family 
casework counseling, psychological testing and counseling, boarding 
home facilities, recreational programs, psychiatric consultant services, 
employability training, and self-care training. During the first 15 
months 90 clients were evaluated. From the total group, five obtained 
sheltered employment, 24 entered competitive employment, 24 were 
still in training, and 31 were terminated not feasible. 
MacDonald Train1ng Center 
Tampa, Flonda 
I. Evaluation of potential for vocational rehabilitation of mentally 
retarded youth. 
II. Development of a vocational capacity scale for use in a sheltered 
workshop with young adults handicapped by mental retardation. 
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The fir t study was designed to study methods and problems in-
voh·ed in the evaluation, training, workshop employment, and com-
petitive employment of young adults handicapped by mental retarda-
tion. After collecting data in six areas (physical, mental, social, emo-
tional, \-ocational, parental-environmental ) factor analysis showed 
three significant factors related to vocational success: a general factor 
involving ability to understand and interpret directions and visual 
stimuli; a motor co-ordination factor; and what appeared to be a 
"reasoning" factor. In addition, a Predictive Index was constructed 
from the \veigh ted scores on three tests: measured performance in-
telligence, disc assembly, and visual achievement. Perfect agreement 
between the judge's ratings and the Predictive Index was obtained in 
77% of the cases. 
The second study, now under investigation, concerns approximately 
45 variables and it is hoped that a method can be developed to permit 
a relatively easy assessment of a client's vocational assets, limitations, 
and potential. 
Vocattonal Guidance and Rehabilitation Services 
Cleveland, Ohio 
An Investigation into Methods of Obtaining and Using Actual Job 
Samples in a Work Evaluation Program 
This investigation, based upon a ccneed to refine and improve work 
evaluation procedures to the point where they can be continally ad-
justed to correlate significantly with actual working conditions in the 
local community," hopes to: 1) identify procedures for selecting, ob-
taining, and using a variety of job samples of high predictive value for 
local establishments, 2) demonstrate methods of setting up these job 
samples, and 3) develop methods for recording and reporting the 
results. 
A group of 104 firms, representative of Cleveland business and in-
dustry, was surveyed regarding their employment of the disabled. 
Seven £inns have supplied job sample materials which are being pre-
pared for use in the work evaluation setting. 
New York University-Bellevue Medical Center of New York University 
Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 
New York, N.Y. 
This research program was designed to demonstrate the effective-
ness of the pre-vocational unit in a comprehensive rehabilitation 
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center. The objectives for the pro1ect were: 1) to determine aptitudes, 
interest, and abilities, 2) to evaluate motivation and readiness to plan 
vocationally, 3) to assist the patient in developing positive attitudes 
to\vard \vork. 4) to determine work tolerance, and 5) to contribute 
to the greater reliabihty and usefulness of occupational recommenda-
tions. The results of the data collected in the above areas will be util-
ized to answer the following questions: 1) How do pre-vocational 
tests compare with standard commercial tests? 2) How do pre-voca-
tional tests compare with Intake evaluations by the psycho-social 
team? 3) Ho\v do all the measures, i.e., clinical evaluations, commer-
cial tests, and pre-vocational \Vork samples compare with post re-
habilitation employment status? 
Currently, the pro1ect staff is tabulating the results of a follow-up 
questionnaire sent to those patients \vho have had pre-vocational serv-
ices at the Institute and a 10c;; sample of all former Institute patients. 
Un1ted Cerebral Palsy Assoc1at1on of Los Angeles County, Inc. 
Los Angeles, Cal1fornia 
Pre-Voca tional Evaluat1on Program 
This three-year program of research, now completed, \vas focused 
on determinmg the effect on the adult cerebral palsied of the rehabih-
tation program \VIth "total push" team approach. The goals were: 1) 
rehabilitation In the narrow sense of employment, and 2) other client 
activities of a physical, social, creative nature which could be imple-
mented. The resume deals primanly Vvith the role of the Occupa-
tional Therapy depat ttnent and that of a part of the depat tn1ent of 
Vocational Tra1ning-labeled Job Reality Testing-in this research. One 
function of the two departtnents mentioned was to evaluate the "gen-
eral trainability" of the client. Areas related to this evaluation were: 
1) activities of daily living, 2) manual dexterity testing, and 3) pre-
vocational JOb sample testing (sorting, inspection, clerical, etc.). Per-
formance in these three areas was recorded on specially devised forms 
which produced an over-all index. 
The results of this particular aspect of the total study were utilized 
to help answer some specific questions. For example, how related are 
ADL skills with employability? How valid are standardized manual 
dexterity tests in assessing performance of the CP' s hand skill? Their 
results were interpreted to indicate that "an occupational therapy pre-
vocational testing program which combines measures of ability in ADL, 
manual dexterity, pre-vocational skills, as well as ratings of perform-
ance characteristics, can provide a valid index of general trainability."' 
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Jew1sh Vocat1onal Serv1ce of Essex County, New Jersey 
Essex County Overbrook Hospital 
New Jersey Rehabilitation Commission 
"A study of the contnbut1on of workshop experience in the vocational 
rehabd1tat1on of post-hospitalized schizophrenic patients." 
This study, involving three agencies-a mental hospital, a state re-
habilitation commission and a private workshop-\vill investigate the 
contribution of a workshop experience to the total rehabilitation pro-
gram of post-hospitalized schizophrenic patients. Several related ques-
tions which it will consider are: 1) What characteristics of schizo-
phrenic patients are related to success in a vocational rehabilitation 
program? 2) What are the behavioral characteristics of schizophrenic 
patients who can profit from a workshop experience? 3) What is the 
nature and process of change in those receiving a \Vorkshop experi-
ence? The major method of collecting data and interpreting results is 
Intensive case study using psychiatnc, psychological ( including stand-
ardized tests ), social, and workshop evaluation data. 
The pro1ect has eight cases under study in the \vorkshop group and 
seven in the non-workshop group at present. 
• 
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM 
Monday, April 18 
7:00-9:00 p.m. Registration 
7:30-9:00 p.m. Pre-conference meeting of group discussion leaders 
and recorders 
Tuesday, Aprill9 
8. 30 a.m. Greetings from the University 
Dean E. T. Peterson, College of Education 
State University of Iowa 
Pre-Conference Remarks 
Henry Redkey, Director, Rehabilitation Facilities 
Division, Office of \ 1 ocational Rehabilitation 
9:00a.m. Presentation 
10:45 a.m. 
Chairman: Dr. 1 a than Glaser, Ch1ef Clinical 
Psychologist, J e\vish Vocational Service, 
Chicago, Ilhno1s 
Speaker: Dr. Donald \V. Fiske, Professor of 
Psychology, U nivers1ty of Chicago 
"Problems in Nleasunng Capacity and 
Performance" 
Small Group Discussion Sessions 
Discussion Leaders. 
Mr. Henry Redkey 
Mr. William Massie 
Dr. Gilbert Moore 
Recorders: 
1v1r. \Valdo Hansen 
~Ir. William Hernck 
Iv1r. Leonard Miller 
12:30 p.m. Lunch 
1:30 p.m. Brief Demonstrations and Presentations 
1. Institute for the Crippled and Disabled 
Mr. \Villh Gorthy and I\.1r. Jvlartin Nioed 
2. Jewish Vocational Service, Chicago, Illinois 
Dr. Nathan Glaser 
3:30 p.m. 3. Association for the Help of Retarded Children 
New York, Ne\v York 
Mr. Max Dubrow, Pro1ect Director 
4. Highland View Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio 
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~lr. Charles vV. Thomas, Achng Director 
Sheltered \Vorkshop Research Pro1ect 
5 ·lay T. ~torrison Center for Rehabilitation 
~.~fr. Pat Crouse, Project Director 
Wednesday, April 20 
8:15 a.m. Presentation 
Chairman: Mr. Willis Gorthy, Executive Director 
In5titute for the Cnppled and Disabled 
ew York, ew York 
Speaker: ~~tr. 1artin ~IoecL Director 
CP \rVork Evaluation Gnit 
Institute for the Cnppled and Disabled 
ew York, ew York 
"Procedures and Practices in Pre-
Vocational Evaluation, 
10:00 a.m. Small Group Discussions 
12·00 noon Lunch 
1:15 p.m. Presentation 
Chairman: Dr. Leonard Wendland, Chief Clinical 
Psychologist, Rancho Los Amigos 
Hospital, Downey, California 
Speaker: Dr. Walter Neff, Jewish Vocational 
Service, Chicago, Illinois 
"Research Issues in Vocational 
Evaluation, 
3:00 p.m. Panel Discussion 
Chairman: Dr. John E. ~1uthard, Associate Professor 
College of Education 
State University of Iowa 
Panelists: Dr. Fiske, ~1r. Moed, Dr. eff, Mr. 
Redkey, Mr. ~1assie, and Dr. Moore 
Thursday, April 21 
8:00a.m. Small Group Discussions 
10:00 a.m. Small Group Discussions 
11:00 a.m. OVR Staff Presentation 
12:00 noon Lunch 
1:15 p.m. General Session: Conference Summary 
Distribute reports of small groups 
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Planning Committee Materials 
To provide the Conference participants \VIth some of their thinlong 
and a tentative frame\vork for the small group discussions, the com-
mittee decided to distnbute the following materials at the beginning 
of the Conference. 
Suggested Definitions of tlze Term Pre-Vocational 
Pre-vocational programs are designed to facilitate the entry into the 
labor market of the individual \Vhose capabilities cannot be a 5essed by 
non-situational techruques or who requires reality-oriented techniques 
to develop the work personality and skills which permit him to func-
tion in a work setting. Their emphasis Is upon assessing and removing 
barriers to normal vocational development and functioning. In a pre-
vocational facility, proviSIOn is made for a controlled situation \V hich 
permits observing, assessing, and modifying \vork behavior, \Vork en-
vironment, and factors contributing to the individual's functioning 
In a work situational setting. William Gellman, PhD Jewtsh Voca-
tional Service, Chicago, Ilhnois. 
The pre-vocational process Involves the vocational development of 
the disabled individual and attempts to prepare him for entrance into 
the labor market or field of work. To assist the disabled Individual to 
function in a work situation, pre-vocational programs encompass a 
broad area including assessment and remedial activities designed to 
deal with those individuals \\'ho require exposure in a reality-oriented 
situation as a major emphasis In the counseling process. Willis Gorthy, 
Executive Director, Institute for the Cnppled and Disabled, New York 
City. 
Pre-vocational training and evaluation is a vocational rehabilitation 
service which evaluates and develops the chent's vocational potentials, 
interests, work habits, etc. As an integral part of the client's rehabil-
itation program it provides the client with experiences which are not 
available through conventional interview, observational, or psycho-
logical test procedures. It increases the chent's self-understanding of 
his potentials and strengthens and develops his work potentials. This 
service would be available to and suitable for selected clients. It would 
have as its objectives assessing the client's resources and increasing 
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hts employabihty. John :Nluthard, Ph.D., Associate Professor, College 
of Education, State University of Iowa. 
Key Conference Questions 
The pnmary purpose of the Conference is to answer these questions. 
It IS anticipated they \vill form the bas1s for the structure of the Con-
ference proceedings. 
1. What progress has been made in more sharply defining the term 
pre-vocational? 
2. Can we obtain agreement on \VOrking definitions for the follow- · 
ing terms~ 
a. Work adjustment 
b. Work conditioning 
c. Pre-vocational unit 
d. Job sampling 
3. \Vhat are the characteristics of a good pre-vocational e\ aluahon 
system? 
4. To what extent have research projects made a contribution to 
pre-vocational programming? 
5. What should be the future goals for research in this area and 
what specific lines of inquiry should be encouraged? 
6. Which findings of this \Vorkshop should be incorporated in our 
traimng programs? 
General Questions on Pre-Vocational Activities 
There are many currents and cross currents in thinking as to the 
intent and accomplishments of the pre-vocational program in rehabili-
tation factlibes. The following questions are intended to help each 
participant sharpen his thinking before the Conference. It is also hoped 
that they will be used throughout the Conference by discussion groups 
as they attempt to answer the six basic questions, listed elsewhere, 
which constitute the central focus. 
1. What is the scope of pre-vocational activities? 
2. At what point in the rehabilitation process do pre-vocational 
activities begin? 
3. What is the relationship of the pre-vocational unit to the rehabili-
tation process? 
4. How in the initial program of pre-vocational activities for each 
client determined? 
5. What orientation should the client receive before beginning his 
pre-vocational program? How should this be provided? 
6. What are the factors that determine the duration of the pre-
vocational phase of the client's rehabilitation? 
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7. Ho\\' often or under \vha t circumstances should the client's prog-
ress be reviewed by staff? 
8. Ho\v are the findings of the various members of the rehabilita-
tion team co-ordinated? 
9 vVhat elements should be Included In the summary of the finding~ 
of the pre-vocational evaluation? 
10. \Vhat happens to the client after he completes the activities in 
the pre-vocational untt? 
11. vVhat contributions do each of the follo\ving personnel make to 
the pre-vocational process~ 
a. Counselor 
b. Psychologist 
c. Psychiatrist 
d. Physical theraptst 
e. Occupational theraptst 
f. Social worker 
g. Work evaluator 
h. Shop forem an and supervisors 
i. Industrial engineer in the workshop 
12 What job activities are involved in the \vork of the evaluator? 
13. What specific skills and knowledges should the \vork evaluator 
possess? 
14. What are the desirable personality traits of the evaluator? 
15. What are the sources for recruitment for evaluators? 
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Martin Acker 
Stanford ~tedical School 
Rehabilitation Center 
Palo Alto, Cabfom1a 
Aldo Barre 
UCPA Vocational Rehabilitation 
Center 
1726 \V. Pi co Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 
Edgar E. Best 
Chief, ~1anual Arts Therapist 
Veterans Administration Building 
Room 958 
H and Vermont Ave., N.\V 
Washington, D.C 
Donald Blasch 
Acting Chief, Bhnd Rehabilitation 
Hines Veterans Administration 
Hospital 
Hines, Ilhnois 
James K Brock 
lvh.J.waukee Curative \Vorkshop Inc. 
750 North 18th Street 
lvhlwaukee 3, \\t tsconstn 
Alva A. Byars 
Dtrector of Vocational Training 
Services 
Pennsylvania Rehabilitation Center 
727 Goucher Street 
Johnstown, Pennsylvania 
J. Philip Chandler 
Pre-Vocational Supervisor 
Hyde ~1emorial Rehabilitation 
Hospital 
Bath, Maine 
Paul R. Clark, O.T.R. 
Chief Occupational Therapist 
Institute for Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation 
New York University-Bellevue 
Medical Center 
550 First Ave. 
New York 16, New York 
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Rehabilitation 
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A.H R C Training Center and 
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MacDonald Training Center 
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Herbert T Gragert 
Training Director 
Goodwill Industries of Greater 
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1817 Campbell Street 
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Henry 0. Gwaltney, Jr, Ed.D 
Director, \York Evaluation and 
AdJUStment Program 
The Rehabilitation Institute 
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Homer Hallett 
Administrator of Services 
Ohio Valle} Goodwill Industne~ 
Rehabilitation Center 
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Duector, Iowa Division of 
Vocational RehabilitatiOn 
415 Bankers Trust Building 
Des ~Ioines 9, Io'-va 
Karl L Ireland, 0 T R. 
Supervisor, \Vork E'- aluation and 
Occupational Therapy 
Vocational Guidance and 
Rehabilitation Service 
2239 E ast 55th Street 
Cleveland 3, Oruo 
0 \Villman A. Massie, Specialist 
Rehabilitation Facilities 
Office of Vocational RehabilitatiOn 
Health, Education, and \Velfare 
Washtngton 25, D .C 
Henrietta ~1c Tary, 0 T .R. 
Milwaukee-Do\vner College 
2512 E. Hartford Avenue 
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Institute for the Cnppled and 
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College of Education 
State University of Iowa 
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\Valter S. Neff, Ph.D. 
Research Coordinator 
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1 South Franklin Street 
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Supervisor Pre-Vocational Unit 
Curtts-Htxson Rehabilitation Center 
Tampa General Hospital 
Tampa, Florida 
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" " Rehabilitation Facilities 
I lealth, Education, and \:V elf are 
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation 
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Io\va Vocational Rehabilitation 
Training Center 
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Sister Kenny Institute 
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Acting Director 
Sheltered \Vorkshop Research Project 
I hghland VIew Hospital 
3901 Ireland Avenue 
Cleveland 22, Ohio 
Robert A. \:V alker 
Supervisor of Vocational Counseling 
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